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EDITORIAL 
IF PHILIPPE PETIT HAS SOLD 
OUT, WHAT HOPE IS THERE 
FOR THE REST OF US? 
First of all, one has to remennber Nimbin. 
In spite of the elitism and novelty of the venture, 
some positive aspects ennerged. One of these 
was Philippe - a diminutive figure in black 
tights and ballet slippers. 
Philippe was everywhere: entertaining child-
ren, shinning up poles and ropes to help build 
"structures", riding his monocycle across the 
grass. And people made the giving of coin a 
part of his act - they did not slink avi^ ay when 
this public poet of balance passed around his 
cap. 
Philippe was Nimbin; Nimbin was Philippe; 
and'everyone was a little freer than they would 
have been without the tiny Frenchman. 
But alas, Philippe has now sold out to the 
Ringling Bros,/Barnum & Bailey circus combin-
ation. 
The little man who used to ride up to a group 
of people on his bike, draw a chalk circle on the 
road and start juggling or rope-walking to enter-
tain children and adults alike, is lost. 
The man who had the habit of locking him-
self away overnight in high places and dazzling 
the world with new feats of daring the following 
dawn, has gone. (e.g. he strung a rope from the 
Notre Dame towers and walked in the wind; 
and in Australia he was almost killed when 
gentlemen of the constabulary loosened and 
shook the rope he had strung across the Sydney 
Harbour Bridge). 
"Fool!" some may cry. But others, trapped 
by the technological crush, received news of his 
latest feat with a happy shout. 
To reiterate: 
IF PHILIPPE PETIT HAS SOLD 
OUT, WHAT HOPE IS THERE 
. FOR THE REST OF US? 
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A CRITICISM 
Dearest Sweet Editor, 
I must congratulate you on the incredibly 
high standaid of your shit peddling - Semper 
Floreat has probably the most substantial col-
lection of shit talk in Australia (and with so -
much aroiUHl that's no mean feat). But the 
monotony of your fucking on about Women's 
Uberatk)n; Abortion; Joh Bjelke Peterson and 
bias fot Left Wing Politics is beginning to piss 
me, and a lot of others tight off.... just the sU-
ghtest tit tie bit. 
You've got every right to have views of 
your own, but we don'tjl^t t^  put up with 
, after 
sick 
loon-
your 
with 
legaids 
such 
aap 
difference. By 
newspaper 
stains from National U off your arse? 
Speaking of bureauaatic bungling bast-
ards beligerently belonging to beautiful, but 
boring, Brisbane bloody back bench bas-
tards. (How's that for a nice bit of irrelevant 
iUiteration? See .... I am inteUigent!) Who 
the fuck (one T or two)?) do you thbik you 
are pushuig such hard core communist, left* 
ist propaganda on this Tme campus.... how 
peurilc of you. Didn't you ever go to kutder-
garten or do you just get your kicks from 
stinmg up the 99.9% ofthe population who 
simply don't give an inteUectual fart about 
your fanatical rantii^s and ravings? 
Why don't you all simpjj 
out of here J[:^unj5ng ci:^ 
o u g h l y ^ •• 
betti 
sedcd 
te( 
ho]^ 
t l 
lov 
Jane Citizen, Jtdi'h QlSen, and Michael. 
(John and Jane Qtizen and their loving 
nephew Michael, whose surname shall re-
main anonymous - oh, j 
Smith.) 
P.P.P<P;5.I|pH(3KjUn't! 
P.P.P.P.P.iKYesn doihink 70 cents admis-
sion to the Schonel theatre is outrageous, 
for lundi time moves... and I think the 
refec smells.... and I was not amused to 
get a condom instead of a cup of coffee 
from your dumb vending machines 
and I hate the entire council. 
P.P.P.P.P.P.S. Did I tell the one about 
Ms Margaret Whitlam? No? Well maybe 
another time. 
Svneelies, 
We must also congratulate you on the stan-
dard of your letter. 
P.S. We're thrilled to bits that you read 
Semper's 'shit talk'from cover to cover. 
P.P.S. We decided that the most appropriate 
place for your elegant missile was the Festi-
val issue. 
Ed. 
NEW NATIONAL ANTHEM 
1 entered this in the competition for a new 
National Anthem but I never heard from them. 
So I send it you in the hope that you will pub-
lish it, and support me in my efforts to gain 
recognition for my Anthem to Sunny Aus-
tralia. 
Oh Auslralia, buihon the bones. 
Of pioneers true and brave. 
Their happy descendants will never roam. 
From this land of blue skys and blue waves. 
Oh Australia, where the marsupials run, 
Where diggers gather in their pride. 
And there's never ending sun. 
No one here ever takes any side. 
• Oh A ustralia, from your red heart. 
Where the abosused to roam, 
To the tip of Tossy, our apple isle. 
You are our home sweet home. 
Oh Australia, we will keep you white 
and free, 
We will fight the menace and the peril 
that live across the sea, 
Gough bless Australia forever. • 
Yours patriotically, 
Bluey Jones. 
P.S. 
TEN REASONS 
WHY I LIKE SEMPER 
To keep my Tish and chips warm 
To keep me warm (at night) 
To put in my shoes when it rains. 
To wrap up empty beer cans with 
To read in the bus to impress people 
To put my cats dinner on 
To make paper-mache objets d'art from 
To line the bird cage with 
- To read in the loo 
And leave in there in case i run out 
of paper. 
Congratulations on such a useful product! 
P.S. I really do like Semper!! 
Music following. 
EDUCATION 
Sempers real good because its leaming me all 
them things i never know about grammar and 
stuff like that. 
Yours truely 
CONSTITUTION CHANGES 
The Union runs according to rules and regulations. We have a widely extensive constitution 
with attached r^ulatkins which tells us, your office-bearers and representatives, the manner 
in wldeh we should conduct Union business on your behalf. 
Our Constitution can be changed and updated to keep up with dianges in student needs 
and also to more effectively seivice these needs. 
There are two ways that the Constitut^n can be changed: 
(a) by referendum or 
.. (b) by special resolutkm passage at CouncU at two consecutive meetings. 
The following constitutional dtanges will be piesented at the Sth Ordinary Meeting of 
Council on Wednesday 4th June, 1975 at 6.30 p.m. 
ALTERATION OF THE CONSTITUTION 
LSC/68 THAT SECTION 39.2 OF THE 
CONSTITUTION BE REPEALED' 
L5C/S9 THAT A NEW SECTION 4(c) OF 
THE CONSTITUTION BE ENACTED TO 
READ AS FOLLOWS: (c) Tlia us« of s«x-speclf led terms In 
the constitution and regulations shall be 
prohibited unless such use Is essential to 
the meaning of any provision. 
TEACHING STAFF REPRESENTATIVES 
L&C/eZ THAT SECTION 13.(l){b) OF THE 
CONSTITUTION BE REPEALED 
LSC/69 THAT SECTION 59.1 OF THE 
CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY THE 
DELETION OF THE WORD "passed at 
two (2) successive meetings ot Council". 
L.SC/70 THAT SECTION 62,(b) OF THE 
CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY THE 
DELETION OF THE WORDS "An atflr-
matlva vote of not less than fifty percent 
ot the total number of voting members 
of". 
PHARMACY FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE 
LJ5C/63 THAT THE WORDS "provided 
that the Ptiarmacy Department shall be 
given the status of a faculty on tha pre-
sentation of such a petition notwithsta-
nding that that department may not have 
the membership as required by ttilt sub-
section" IN SECTION 13.(I)(d)(ll) BE 
DELETED SUCH DELETION TO APPLY 
AS OF THE CONCLUSION OF THE A^-
NUALGENERAL MEETING OF THE 
64TH COUNCILOR THE RESIGNATION 
OR VACATION OF OFFICE OF THE 
PRESENT INCUMBENT, WHICHEVER 
FIRST OCCURS 
LSC/71 THAT SECTION 63 OF THE CON-
STITUTION BE REPEALED. 
THE GENDER OF THE CONSTITUTION 
L5C/72 THAT SECTIONS 
9.(3)(a) «. (e) 13.(2),(3M4).(6) & (7> 
17. (2). (5) (b) & (c) 33.4 (III) 
34.3 (a) & (bJ 35.2 
39.2 42.1 & 59.2 
OF THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED 
BY THE DELETION OF THE WORD "HIS' (WHERE EVER IT APPEARS) AND THE 
INSERTION OF THE WORDS "HIS/HER". 
LSC/73 THAT SECTIONS 13.(5) AND 37.1 
OF THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED 
BV THE DELETION OF THE WORD 
' him" AND THE INSERTION OF THE 
WORDS "him/her". 
LSC/74 THAT SECTION 17.(3) OF THE 
CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY THE 
DELETION OF THE WORD "himself" 
AND THE INSERTION OF THE WORDS 
"himself/herself". 
LSC/74 . THAT SECTION 17.(3) OF THE 
CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY 
THE DELETION OF THE WORD "him-
self" AND THE INSERTION OF THE 
WORDS "himsBlt/herself". 
l-SC/75 THAT SECTIONS 13.(l)(h) 
13.(4)il7.(5)(c); 34.1.(1) & (b)t 39.2, 
OF THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED 
BY THE DELETION OF THE WORD ^ 
"he" AND THE INSERTION OF THE 
WORDS "he/she". 
LSC/76 THAT SECTION 13.(1) (e) BE 
AMENDED BY THE DELETION OF 
THE WORD "chairman" AND THE 
INSERTION OF THE WORD "Chair-
person". 
Vsc/77 THAT SECTIONS 
13.(l)(h) 4 (I) 17.(1) 
19(1) 28.(2) 
30.2(a) 30.4(a) 
34.1(a) 34.3(a) 
37.5(111) 
OF THE CONSTITUTION BE AMENDED BY 
THE DELETION OF THE WORD "Chairman" 
AND THE INSERTION OF THE WORD 
"Convenor" 
literary lift-out 
Issue 12 of Semper Floreat ^ U include a 12 page literary liftout. This wUl feature the work of 
University poets and short story writers, and everyone is invited to submit work for publication. 
Short story contributors are especially welcome, but space demands that you send only short 
pieces; . •;•: '"'"^ . 
Any enquuies at Semper; forward material td Laurence Gormley, c/- Semper Floreat. Deadline 
July 14th. 
• • • • • ' • ' ' • • • \ \ ' ~ - " " " 
• • • • • - i ^ ,' U V O U L •• 
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UNION 
FESTIVAL 
PROGRAM 
THIS IS THE UNION FESTIVAL DAY Friday May 23rd. The Fesfival replaces Commem. and is an official universify holiday. This year 
the Festival is being held in conjunction with Expo Uiil. This program should be read in conjunction with the Expo Uni program. 
The Festival has been organised primarily to provide relief from the pressures of assignments and exams. 
There's something for everyone .... so Live it up!! 
The Festival opens with a fabulous dance. 
Thursday 22nd at 8 p.m. Brisbane's Best.... RAILROAD GIN and Marga, with Mother's Lights and Film Show, all for a Sl .50 Union Refec. 
FRIDAY 23RD 
10 a.m.-3 p.m. 
11 a.m. 
11 a.m. 
12 midday 
12.15 p.m. 
I p.m. 
2 - 4 p.m. 
2.30 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
2 p.m. and 4 p.m. 
8 p.m. 
8.30 p.m. 
SPORT'S ASSOCIATION 
ALL DAY Huge arts and crafts market in the FORUM AREA. 
Fence painting competition small entry fee. paintings will be auctioned the following weel; and all proceeds will go to 
Red Cro.ss. FORUM AREA. 
Kite flying/paper plane competition in the Great Court. Prizes for the most original. 
Forum with John Walker from the Bah'ai Faith. J.D. STORY ROOM. 
Folic Concert with Jeff Burton. FORUM AREA 
Poetry readings .... aiiyone can participate or just listen. 
J.D. STORY ROOM Organized by Ross Clark 
"THE PUNY LITTLE LIFE SHOW" by Roger McGough, directed by Brent McGregor. Presented by Kernel Nutcracker's 
Suite and stars Duncan Campbell, Katherine Porril and Nick Huglies. In association with the Queensland Festival of the 
Arts. FORUM AREA 
Marble competition with exciting prizes J.D. STORY ROOM 
"THE PUNY LITTLE LIFE SHOW" by Kernel Nutcrackers Suite. FORUM AREA 
A SERIES OF FILMS, a documentary called "Teacher to Teacher" starring David McCallum. "The Tide of Traffic" -- a 
look at traffic jams throughout the world. "North of Capricorn" .... conservationist documentary on rain forests in 
North Queensland and the "Good Life". Admittance 50c to go to the Multi-Handicapped Association. 
Free movie - "If" - SCHONELL THEATRE 
SPECIAL FESTIVAL ROXY'S 
"THE PUNY LITTLE LIFE SHOW" by Kernel Nutcrackers Suite. 
Bob and Marg Sasso .... Dulcimer artists, John Ross folk artists Phil Mead folk/blues and many others In 
the UNION COFFEE SHOP (La Creperie). $1.00 
Clareinont Theatre Centre from Melbourne presents - "Waves" (CEMENT BOX) by Adrian Guthrie. (Three pieces for 
theatre.) 
10 a.m. 
10.30 
11 a.m. 
12 midday 
1.30 p.m. 
3 p.m. 
RAFT RACE on Brisbane River - rules In accordance with those laid down by Rafferty. Start from behind St John's College 
Further details available from Sport's Association Office .... prizes 2 doz. XXXX 
IRON MAN - swim width ofthe river - eat co'rt p*-' and raw eggs, little old ladies over 75 prohibited from entering - buckets 
provided. Prizes 2 doz. XXXX 
TAI KWAN DO DISPLAY - all facets of martial arts including flying kicks and brick breaking. Gymnasium. 
WORLD-SIT-UP - competitors required to lift 10 kilo weights In performing each sit up.... by elimination. 
BOBBY RIGGS TENNIS DISPLAY - featuring of Brisbane's best players. Tennis Courts 
TAG FOOTBALL MATCH Men vs Women ~ No 4 Oval (next to the swimming pool). Intermingled with an egg throwing comp-
etition. 
Further details regarding this programme can be obtained by contacting the Sport's Association Office either personally or phone 70 2010. 
POETRY 
As a way of expressing the Union Fesiival 
theme of This is Living a poetry reading will 
be held on the Friday of Expo Uni/Union 
Festival Day. Campus Poets have been in-
vited to read their work, and it is probable 
that other poets from outside will also be rea-
ding. Readers will include many of the poets 
published in Semper Floreat last year, and 
others, such as Manfred Jurgensen, who have 
already had volumes published. 
In addition to listening, you are invited to 
participate by reading your own work if you 
wish to do so - anyone from Campus or high 
school is welcome to read. 
Date: Friday 23 May 
Time: 12.15 p.m. till whenever 
Place: J.D. Story Room in the Union 
Building. 
Convenor: Ross Clark 
c/- Semper Floreat Office. 
tarlour 
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Graduates 
Business Careers 
New/ graduates in Commerce, 
Economics, Business Studies, Arts, 
and Science-Chemistry/E.D.P, 
Come and talk with us about marketing, 
finance, computers, accounting, technical 
sales and other careers in our marketing-
oriented company. 
We'll be visiting you on 27/28th May, 1975. 
M©bil 
1342 
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INTERNATIONAL 
WORLD PROBLEMS No. 1 
Problem: c & -
How to stop the spread of Communism throughout South tost Asia. 
Solution: Invert map and it will run the other way. 
Explonofion: 
Thinking of the North Pole as UP and the South Pole as DOWN 
has induced people to believe in the inevitability of Communism. 
Hence people say: "One needs only look at a map to see where 
Comrnunism is heading." The enemy always comes DOWN on its 
prey/never UP. Thus the idea that gravity is helping the Com-
munists has arisen. 
SCULPTURES 
BY VIC SANDERSON 
SCHONELL 
MAY 16 > 26 
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WANTED: dead or alive 
THIEU 
Something of a non-person. Will probably be 
found lurking near a bank In Switzerland try-
ing to remember the number of his secret ac-
count. 
KISSINGER 
A sort of Father Christmas figure. Takes from the poor and gives to the rich and power-
ful. In the words of a former Australian: "where-ever I go people know something 
is wrong." 
7y<^tw 
*97S 
THE SHAH 
Will probably be found sitting on a throne of emeralds and rubies etc. 
May also be accompanied by his delightfully-groomed second wife, 
what-cha-ma-callit who provided an heir to continue the Splendour. 
FRASER 
Sold his niggers as a P/R gesture when they told him he might 
just make it. He's having a difficult time on the old plantation 
without them, but Is putting up a brave front. 
6 lemper floreat 
cookery 
contest 
Pictured at right are the two attractive winners (they can cook, too!) of our 
Entrepreneur's Cookery Contest. Justine Wilbur-Connor came out with flying 
colours by presenting to judges his version ofthe ultimate in French cuisine 
(Recipe 1). His mate-ln-vlctory, Rudi Ley ton, (ou Justin's left) decided to be 
a stickler for good basics but adding variations on a theme - and didn't the 
judges love the variations! 
Wm 
m [IMiFllM MM 
From 
ANNAND & THOMPSON. Buranda. 
BOB ANTHONY'S, Newstead. 
CAPALABA YAMAHA, Capalaba. 
BOB MORGAN YAMAHA. Holland Park, 
Windsor & 8 Mile Plains. 
DON NEWELL YAMAHA. The Valley. 
BARRY TAPSALL MOTORS, Moorooka. 
WYNNUM YAMAHA, Wynnum. 
IPSWICH YAMAHA. Ipswich. 
GOLD COAST YAMAHA, Mermaid Beach. 
SOUTHPORT YAMAHA, Southport. 
8' temper floreet 
ECONOMISTS & 
ECONOMETRICIANS 
Represe mat ives from the 
Industries Assistance Commission 
are visiting the Campus on Monday, June 2 
to interview students who are interested in positions 
as professional economists with the I.A.C. in Canberra 
Melbourne and Sydney 
The Industries Assistance Commission is a statutory 
authority whose main purpose is to advise the Aust-
ralian Government on the assistance which should 
be given to individual industries in the economy. 
eam 
extra 
dollars 
in spare time 
orover 
vacations 
For Information and interview times please contact 
Mr Allan Stewart, Careers ahd Appointments Counsellor, 
CAREERS COUNSELLING CENTRE. 
TRAINING PROVIDED FOR MALES AND FEMALES 
TO BECOME BAR ATTENDANTS. 
MANY POSITIONS AVAILABLE. 
' PHONE 294923 OR WRITE: 
H. DEY AND ASSOCIATES 
501 ADELAIDE STREET 
BRISBANE Q4000 
Give us $1000 for a 
year & we lljgive you $103.81 in interest 
Most other savings institutions would give you $37.50 (calculated at current rates of 3%%) 
You could almost pay for your books with pur interest. 
Queensland Jermanent 
QPBS3U 
Head Office: Permanent House, 161 Queen St. Tel. 21 3566 
Brancb: 27 High Street. Toowong Tel. 713415 As«ato: Falls" Reol "Estate. 51 Sherwood Hoad, Toowong John Davis Real Estate Pty Ltd Ironside 
Shaw Realty, 198 Moggill Rd., Taringa. MJ. nlley Pharmacy. 2,41 Hau*en Dr., St. Luda. Peter Geaney Chemist, Hawken Dr., St, Lucia 
semptr f lomt' 9-. 
GRADUATION 
A DEGREE O F EDUCATION 
Went along to Snip O'Semper's graduation the other 
night. Since Boy Scouts are prepared for anything, I 
went to the toilet first. A graffitum near the toilet roll 
said "Alls degrees, please lake one. Ph. Ds next floor." 
I was saddened somewhat to think that such cynicism 
existed in these hallowed halls. I knew for a fact that 
the getting of wisdom was no easy task: it involved, like 
the getting of wisdom teeth, a certain amount of pain. 
Or perhaps it was something like losing one's virginity 
in that tlie pain was worth the new possibilities it af-
forded. 
Anyhow, I slouched into the sepulchral elegance of 
Mayne Hall in my Count Dracula costume, on the assum-
ption that 1 would blend in with the mourning-like dress 
of the graduands, and in any case would be suitably dres-
sed for Roxys afterwards. Just as 1 was seated, someone 
began playing a medieval dirge, for the entry ofthe offi-
cial party which, 1 decided later on, might more approp-
iriately have been The Charge of the Ught Brigade (or 
Light, Liberty and Leaming Brigade). But even that de-
signation seemed inappropriate, as these 48 out-of-work 
circus artistes were most decidedly both heavy (in both 
senses) and cold: so heavy and so cold as to amount to 
icebergs - and even then, if melted them just a little bit, 
they would still dampen the proceedings. When all are 
seated one thick-lipped specimen in a particularly 
amazing lechnicolour dreamcoal snorts a few deferent-
ial jokes from under his moustache. Which is he: an ade-
noidal Loftus, or an academic Jeeves? The service cont-
inues with what amounts tp a Principal's report, though 
what it has to do with principles eludes me: it praises 
the achievements of the admin and the departments, and 
is patronizing towards the activities of the student bod-
ies on campus. 
1 start singing to relieve the te deum: 
Forty-eight green bottles sitting on the fence 
Applause. 
Then we have another speaker: I've certainly had tlie 
first one by this. This character has some close relat-
ion to education: 1 think he is a miUtary engineer with 
lots of money. Also thick-Upped and moustached. Why 
are they all the same? Have they grown the moustaches 
to hide stiff upper lips caused by too many tight-lipped 
press comments? Or are they thick-lipped because they 
are thick-witted and thick-headed too? In any case, this 
one is blustering and gusting reminiscences into the mi-
crophone. "You know, I remember some time ago when 
I was begintiing my own career " 
Down in the peanut galleiy, I comment rudely about 
this ruddy-faced ruddy rcpresentalive of the peanut pri-
flcipality, but to no avail. I might as well throw peanuts 
to the three wise monkeys. 
Three wise men from the East brought gifts.... 
They were followed by 196 engineers; 343 Dip. Eds, 
290 B. Eds, 3 surveyors, 45 therapists, 6 Ph Ds and sun-
dry others, like mourners filing past Lenin's tomb. Re-
ceiving this educational wafer is like receiving the host 
at first communion: the celebrant and participants have 
the briefest of contacts. One merely nods to tlie Vice 
Chancellor. Hopefully, graduates have had more contact 
with their educational confessors (tutors), otherwise they 
will be as much acquainted with the educational process 
as with the Vice Chancellor. Indeed, most of us have an 
interest in vice, but that is not really his department, des-
pite the name. Weariness decrees that each student has 
a quota of 454 claps. The spirit is willing, but the flesh is 
weak. And, the pahns go to the victor, but not to the ot-
her eight hundred. 
Into the valley of death 
After that, the savage in us all would breast the bar 
but no, some bars of music will soothe our savage 
breasts. And so the "break" is four movements of some 
piece of classical music, played by an archaic looking 
quartet with granite faces to match the sandstone edi-
faces of our buildings, and about as edifying too. The 
audience squirms so much, that there are more move-
ments in the seats than in the music. Whatever happen-
ed to interval just like in the flicks, when you could ex-
ercise your legs and your jaws, buy peanuts (what else?) 
lollies and chocolates and either stay for the rest, or go 
home for a rest? And anyway, the revenue from conf-
ectionery sales could contribute towards paying off 
Mayne Hall. A further advantage is that the stained-glass 
windows already look like jellies and ice-blocks, so we 
could save on advertising that way. 
And speaking of facilities, which this next speaker is 
doing, before awarding more degrees, what about the 
carpet hung on the back wall? Supposedly to improve 
acoustic properties, it would seem to be designed for 
the convenience and comfort of people driven up the 
wall by either this ceremony, or the whole tertiary edu-
cation process. Considerate, aren't they? 
They are somewhat less considerate in their forms of 
address. If there were no graduands, there would be no 
ceremony and no guests. Yet the guests are all menti-
oned first, and the graduands treated as a type of adden-
dum. "My dear politicians and profs, honoured guests, 
ladies and gentlemen, graduands " and then, to give 
the impression that one is being very original and indiv-
idualistic, that one really doesn't care for ceremony as 
much as people, there are Tfew Bernard Shaw jokes. 
Unfortunately, the wrong ones! The one I seem lo reme-
mber went "Schooling was a great intermption to my 
education", or words to that effect. Sorry, mind's wan-
dering like Odysseus again. Back to the speech. 
More cliches and claps, more sub-hirsute mumbling. 
This professorial pep-talk is proceeding at the pace of 
a pregnant snail, leaving its slimy trail behind. Snip squi-
rms in his/her seat (don't quite know Snip's sex: Homo 
Genius 1 think). Usual stuff about tomorrow's citizens • 
i.e. how today's credentials fit us to be tomorrow's cogs. 
Responsibility towards superiors (conveniently forget-
ting responsibility towards our eq uals, w hich means 
everyone). Necessity for professions: most people here 
have studied several years to get accredited, so they ob-
viously don't need to be told that. "Before awarding 
more degrees (the third degree??) I might menlion thai 
sometimes the University might appear lo be a certific-
ate supermarket, but in fact it is not a Smorgasbord of 
Tertiary Education .... (rest of sentence lost due to laug-
hter and applause: everyone senses the end is near). We 
must look confidently to the future .... (of course, the 
past is too bleak to contemplate), for these new gradua-
tes are tomorrow's leaders (well prepared by being to-
day's lackeys). 
And now in the name of the trinity (light, liberty 
and learning), may you go in peace, clutching your 
small degree of education like a crucifix to ward off 
the evil spirits of concern, responsibility and fraternity. 
May you figlit the good figlit with your sword of spec-
ialization against love, joy, peace, hope and faith and 
come at last to your celestial reward." 
If this be the dominant religion, then 1 am an athe-
ist, n 
Ross Clark 
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Brisbane had its Royal Agricultural Exhibition last year. Among the numerous establishnients 
with stalls at the 'Ecca' was the Queensland Government. The Tollowing excerpts are taken trom 
two Queensland Health Education Council booklets, entitled 'Growing to Womanhood and t rom 
Boyhood to Manhood'. The Queensland Government, under the reactionary Bjelke-Petersen, has 
again outdone itself in regard to its moralistic preachings and insidious propaganda. The sexism 
which most Australians are only slowly beginning to discard, is being reinforced psychologically 
into the children of rural folk (whose experience and environment tend to be limited through no 
fault of their own) by this drivel. 
Growing to Womanhood begins with simplistic num-
bo-jumbo regarding the brain: "The brain lies inside the 
head and because it is so important and must be kept 
safe from injury, it is well covered by hard bones," Il 
continues to describe die teeth. "As the breaking up of 
food is importanl the Iceth sliould be kept in good ord-
er, and plenty of lime must be spent in chewing." (Capi-
tals at all time 
But the classic piece of medical ficlion - die first of 
rnany - regards digesrion: "Waste material should be dis-
charged from the body every day, as it is harmful to us 
if kept too long; a regular daily visit to the lavatory there-
fore, necessary, as otherwise one may get headaches, feel 
la;^ and sleepy and be unable to work and play as keen-
ly as usual; Medicine should not be taken for tliis purp-
ose, however. Constipation is best prevented by drinking 
a lot of water; taking a good helping of green vegetables 
each day, exercising regulariy, and going to the lavatory 
Ihe same time each day, preferably immediately after 
breakfast." Well, 1 never cal greens, rarely cat breakfast 
and only occassionally drink water and 1 am NOT con 
stipated. 
Eventually the booklet feels it can begin to explore 
sex. It begins with a diagram showing "ovaries, tubes, 
uterus, vagina etc.'" Whal on earth, pardonning my ig-
norance, does "etc" represent? Moralising is not avoided 
even at this early stage of the booklet. In describing men-
struation the booklet says: "It lasts four or five days, 
a;id shows that a giri is developing in a healthy way, and 
that she is beginning to grow into an attractive woman 
and may one day marry and perhaps have children. " , 
The subjunctive is still used at this stage. Thereupon some 
vital advice is given to giris experiencing their menstrual 
period: "It is importanl during the monthly period lo 
take exercise, lo wash very thoroughly, having, when pos-
sible, a warm, but not too hot bath every day, and avoid 
constipation. Sometimes a giri may feel a Httle tired, and 
then it is a good plan to go to bed half an hour earlier." 
iliis no doubt sound medical advice would tend to sugg-
est that a number of giris J know are at Death's Doorstep. 
What follows is quite amazing. The assumption that a 
couple want to marry and have children is not only not 
axiomatic but based ultimately on the Judeo-Christian 
moral ethics, which were formulated by the religious le-
aders of peasant communities 2,000 years ago. For this 
reason all thinking people musl question the basis of soc-
iely. Obviously the Queensland Government of 1975 is 
unthinking, as it has seen no reason to do so, and simply 
inaintains anachronistic morality with the force of Law. 
[. I quote: "When two people find they love each other 
very .much, ihey want to share their lives; to marry; 
have a home and children. When they are married and 
alone with each other, they will want to be very close, 
and lo express in a physical union of their bodies, the me-
rging of their hopes and plans for the future ". It would 
seem that that only occurs when the Queensland Govern-
ment gives the go-ahead. As marriages are regulated by 
Federal law, it would seem that Joh admits that Gough 
has a mandate to grant marriage licences and thus per-
mit sex. 
i The booklet ends wilh three interesling paragraphs, 
the first of which reads: "The very young giri, even tho-
ugh her ovaries may be working, is hot ready for moth-
erhood. Her body is not fully grown, and it needs time 
to gel accustomed lo the changes we have been describ-
ing. Her mind, too, Js not yet fully developed, so that she 
is not ready to train children wisely and bring them up to 
be useful men and women." That is not too bad when you 
see what's coming; "Care of the body means many things 
beside washing regularly and dressing smartly.\i means 
forming the right habits, eating the right food, taking ple-
nty of exercise, sleeping long hours with wide open win-
dows. Care of the mind mc.' is using one's brain in hard '' 
ivork and play." After those sound maxims, you'd hard-
ly think that It could get worse. But you are wrong.;The 
Quieensland Government in its wisdom, has decided when 
a giri should contemplate marriage, based on,the nineteen-
th century assumption that all girls do get married unl-
ess there is something wrong wilh them, "ll is time eno-
ugh therefore, for a girl to begin to think about marriage 
when she is 19 or 20 and meets someone with whom she 
feels she would like to spend her whole life. Before that 
she should be btisy learning to use both her body and 
her mind as skilfully as possible." 
1 shall not even commeni further on the aforemen-
tioned tripe, but continue onto the second booklet, 
From Boyhood to Manhood which is hardly more enli-
ghtened. It begins with some moralising: "Curiosity about 
these things is natural, and boys - often long before the 
age of 14 - obtained information about them from old-
er companions who frequently regarded the whole subj-
ect as one only for cheap wit and vulgar talk. This kind 
of iritroductibn to-a vronderPflTsTory was bad, because 
it brought secret and shameful associations which it was 
difficult to get rid of even after many years. And the in-
formation itself was often inaccurate or only partiy true, 
and that also gave wrong ideas on the subject," 
After Ihat beginning the booklet makes ils one and 
only attempt to achieve some credibility, "So now it is 
quite customary for parents or teachers - in talks or by 
giving them something to read - to see that boys are 
lold the truth about these matters." It goes on to show 
itself to be a dead loss by introducing reproduction und-
er the heading of "Wonderful Beginning". The powers 
that be then decreed that a description ofthe male re-
productive organs was in order, and it is here that we 
have an incredible fiood of moralistic mumbo-jumbo! Re 
fcring to the chemical testicle development arid manly 
outlines, for the deepening of the voice and for the gro-
wth of hair around the base of the penis and under the 
arms and on the face and chest. It is also linked up in a 
way which we do not fully understand yet with the de-
velopment of courage, love of adventure, energy and 
spirit, and ambition to excel in manly qualities." This 
section isan insult to one's intelligence and deserves so-
me analysis, Firstly 1 would suggest that these qualities 
of courage and adventure are not brought to the fore 
so much by male hormones, but ralher by social cond-
itioning and family upbringing. Surely those women 
who have displayed just these qualities in the public eye 
. are not hermaphrodites or would Premier Joh prefer us 
to think they were. That women possess these qualities 
as much as men is plainly obvious; it is only the strait-
laced elitist society which maintains these bonds. How 
many boys are forced to play football .when they would 
rather play (he piano or paint? How many giris are for-
ced to knit or sew when they would rather climb trees. 
The second point which should be noted is the quote 
"Ambition to Excel". The Growing to Womanhood book-
let has using one's brains in hard work. The basts for our 
capitalist society is hard work for material rewards. Joh's 
letting fly. 
An anatomical discussion of the female sex organs fol-
lows, with no mention of feelings or urges. This is quickly 
followed by a summary of menstruation and the booklet 
promptly categorises men and women, and casts their role 
in society. "The monthly process which giris and women 
have to undergo is often inconvenient and sometimes pa-
inful. When we refiect, also, on the nine months of pre-
gnancy, on the nursing, feeding and looking after die ba-
bies which women have to do we musl realize that the 
men owe women a tremendous debt for their services 
to the race. It is true that the husband and father has al-
so a responsibility, not always easy, of being the bread-
winner while the wife and mother is carrying out these 
important functions. But most men will admit the sup-
reme place of the women's part in this great creative pro-
cess." This suggests that Man is the Race and that Woman 
is 'hired' to keep it going. At the same time Man is the 
breadwinner. 
But to add insult to injury "Many boys and men too, 
•• think of sex as almost entirely a matter of the physical 
act of sexual intercourse. It is not surprising that wom-
en usually have a broader and finer conception of-sex. 
Chivalry is not much in fashion in these days, but con-
sideration for women at all times and particulariyi^hen 
they may be feeling off-coiour owing to some of the hap-
penings indicated above is the itiark of a real gentleman 
in whatever walk of Hfe he may be." Chivalry is Man's 
condescending tolerance of women. The government lu-
cidly explains that women's true value to society is to 
act as a living humidicrib, continue the species and make 
sacrifices for the male. 
^ Under the heading of 'Some Interesting Differences' 
we have some more, but very subtle moralisuig: "The 
actual coming together ofthe parents Is only a small 
though important part of the big scheme of sexual re- . 
production." Morally this may be so (and this also dep-
ends on whose morals), but physically there can be no 
doubt that the physical union is the major part of repro-
duction. 
Now wait for it.... the next section is called The Con-
trol of the Sex Function'. It will be noted that thdre was 
no parallel section in.the booklet for women, but'no do-
ubt the government, under Joh, with 28% of the vote, has 
decreed ihat women-have no sexual, "vieUngs whcc^as ma-
s«mp«f"fiofMt i i , ' 
les do, blit which must be controlled. "It is very notice-
able and important that animals do not exercise control 
over their feelings, particulariy their feelings about sex. 
Human beings can do this, they can control the expres-
sion of anger and fear and other feelings and because they 
can do this, we are all able to live together in reasonable 
harmony. In the same way, they can and shoukl cont- • 
rol the expression for their sexual instincts until they are 
able and old cnougli to set up a home with one of the op-
posite sex whom they have come to respect and love." 
Read on further for the next enthralling sermon. 
"Some young people refuse to wait until they are mar-
ried before getting sexual experience. They give way to 
what is often a purely physical attraction, and when 
they have gratified their impulse, they have little furt-
her interest in (he relationship (hey have created. In such 
a case - apart from its religious or moral aspect - anx-
ieties of various kinds arise, and - when there is not the 
marriage basis of mutual affection and respeci - dissatis-
faction and unhappiness, on 'one side or both, are likely 
to be the result. Those who experiment in Ihese direct-
ions also run the risk of bringing illegitimate children in-
lo the world". There is also the danger of "certain un-
pleasant and dangerous diseases." 
Apparently the Queensland Government has never 
heard of contraception, nor for that matter the U.S. Bill 
of Rights. Any discerning reader would gain the impres-
sion that sex is 'good' only in very clearly defined circum-
stances - and enjoyment is non-existent. Probably Joh 
has not even heard of Freud. 
Homosexuality cannot exist, if we are to believe the 
Queensland Government, ll is not even mentioned in the 
pamphlets. To tUgress for a moment; Section 208 of the 
Queensland Criminal Code, drafted by the conservative 
Griffith in the nineteenlh century, makes homosexualily 
an offence. However no mention is made of lesbianism 
and this is technically not illegal. The reason for this is 
that Queen Victoria said lesbianism did not exist. Upon 
such reasoning is our law founded. The law is a ass. 
To return lo the poinl..,. If one casts one's mind back 
one will recall (possibly) that the male, at least, begins to 
develop sexually about the age of 14 years. The giris do-
es not think of marriage until she is 19 and thus by pre-
sent social conditions (as described by the Queensland 
Government), the male tends to be somewhat older on 
marriage. (Thai means he has a good job and can sup-
port a family - he will not receive full award rates un-
til he is 21) Wha( does he, the male, do for sexual grat-
ification between the ages of 14 and 21. This brings me 
to the* next topic ofthe booklet: "Masturbation or self-
abuse" Remember that (he medical experts tell us that 
there are no ill-effects from maslurbation, bar a socially 
induced guilt complex. 1 therefore quote yet another 
classic: "The act is unsatisfying and cannot be otherwi-
se because il is lacking in all the finer qualities and asso-
ciations which bring completeness and something of sac-
redness to natural and satisfying sexual union. Sex, at 
its besl, is a partnership where each partner seeks the 
happiness of the other more than his or her own gratifi-
cation. A one-sided and purely selfish indulgence is a 
poor substitute for something that is well worth waiting 
for and sensible tads abandon the habit (if they have for-
med it) as Ihey become older and wiser." Notice the e-
niolive language to appeal to young impressionable boys. 
The boy learns, according to the booklet, that "the best 
men arc those who can exercise self-discipline and self-
control." It concludes Ihe sermon on masturbation by 
saying': "He acquires also, a pride in his physical fitness 
and a respect for his body and ils functions, proper pride 
and self-respect are the best guarantees against becoming 
entangled in secret habits of this kind, which always 
bring anxiety and disappointment." There is no ment-
ion of masturbation in the girls' booklet, probably be-
cause giris have no sexual feelings and therefore lo follow 
Joh's reasoning, can have nothing to gratify. 
There is one form of sexual activity permissible; and 
(hat is night losses or wet dreams. That I'm sure, is very 
comforting. However the booklet offers some helpful 
advice, the soundness of which I would seriously ques-
tion; "Lale suppers and drinking a lot of fluid before 
going to bed tend to make these night losses more hea-
vy. Lying on one's back when sleeping should also be 
avoided." 
Finally, al long last, the sermon ends with the section 
entitled 'What lo Aim At' (remember this is a moral tre-
atise and not a practical handbook), "Self-control over 
all our feelings is ihe (hing to aim for. In maders of sex, 
this is made easier by not thinking too much or ofien a-
bout il. As we said in the beginning, it is natural thai 
boys should be interested in finding out the truth about 
matters of sex. Once, however, the facts are known they 
should be sforerf away in the memory Hke history or 
geography lessons and not made a frequent subject of 
thought or conversation. This does not rule out talks 
wilh the right people when the subject comes up natu-
rally or when any difficulty arises." Relegating sex to 
the same position as a history or geography lesson seems 
to me a bit trite, especially after it has been described as 
'wonderful'. Wlio exactly are the 'riglit' people? The sub-
ject comes up naturaUy (no pun intended) because sex 
is natural, a minor detail Joh and his cronies (Porter, 
Hinze, Aitken) have relegated to the deep reaches of 
their antediluvian craniums. Sex is natural and therefore 
beauiiful. There is no reason not to talk about it. 
The booklet then expands on 'things to do'. "There 
is iremendous opportunity for expending physical ener-
gy in games and athletics.... Mental energy can be used 
in reading or study, in learning craftsmanship, and in var-
ious ways fitting oneself to take an hoiioumble and use-
ful place in the world. "Here comes the fire and brim-
stone: "Scouts,Boys' Brigades, Church Societies and 
Boy's Clubs all give'excellent opportunities for using up 
energy and making good friends. Creative power and en-
ergy may thus be employed in usefid and healthy ways 
instead o( being frittered away in hidden and risky sex-
ual experiments." Then tlie booklet makes a horrifyingly 
sexist slatement: "It is possible and desirable to be very 
good friends with giris and to admire and respect them, 
without indulging in intimate relations, which alter every-
thing and often break up friendship," Surely giris are not 
below males - they are fully human and totally individ-
ual. Such a statement can only be described as disgusting 
and Victorian. 
To end on a happy note: "Many boys appreciate the 
help which religion can give in the working out ofa plan 
of Hfe and in the exercise of self control..,. It is what 
Christianity teaches." 
And to that I say amen. D 
Eugene White 
THINK 
CONTRACEPTION 
AND 
BE 
PROTECTED 
site for barriers (diaphragm, 
condom, spermicide^ 
If you do not want to have a baby, you must use an 
effective method of birth control all the time. If you 
choose a method which you both like, you are more 
likely to use It properly and every time. 
i2 wmp«rflore«t 
BRISBANE (JAS CO. 
COUNCIL RATES 
ELECTRICITY 
DOC PERMITS 
The Union Agency has sought appointment as a pay-
ment centre for the Brisbane Gas Company and the 
Brisbane Cily Council. Approval is expected to have 
been given by the time this edition of Semper is publis-
hed. This valuable service is available to students, staff 
and anybody else who wishes to use it. 
CROCKERY 
imt HIRE 
The Refectory's crockery hire service isbeing taken 
over by the Union Agency. Glasses, plates, cups, cutlery 
etc. will be available at very reasonable rales. The pick-
up and return service wili operate at prearranged limes, 
although bookings may be made at any time the Union 
Agency is open. 
A tent and camping goods hire service will be avail-
able through the Union Agency. Introduction of this 
service has been encouraged by a number of Union 
Clubs and Societies who have shown interest in hiring 
tents and other equipment. Facilities will be available 
to all Union members and staff. 
APPLIANCESI 
The Union Agency stocks a wide range of more freq-
uently needed electrical appliances such as electric blan-
kets, toasters, irons, jugs, heaters, mint stoves, hairdry-
ers, hair curlers, coffee percolators, and similar items. 
Such indispensable items as electric tin openers, elect-
ric carving knives and electric toothbrushes will also be 
available lo anyone who considers life impossible with-
out these high points of consumer society technology. 
Every home shoukl have one! 
Economy-priced caKctte recorders, radios, combina-
tion units and portable record players will be available 
through the Union Agency. 
PEUGEOT 
BIKE!^ 
The Union Agency has been appointed as an agent for 
the Peugeot range of bicycles. This brand of French-made 
bicycles is a world leader in design and features. Included 
in tffi models being stocked by the Union Agency is the 
fokling bicycle wilh five speed gears. The Union Agency 
prices are much lower than those obtainable elsewhere in 
Brisbane. Bicycle repair facilities may be arranged through 
the Union Agency with a professional cycle repairer. A 
range of the more frequently needed spare parts will also 
be available. Other brands of cycles will be added to 
stock later, but orders for models not on display will be 
filled promptly. 
lOPENING SUPER-SPECIALS 
CAR RADjOSANDPLAYERSl 
ISONEDOBRANDl 
|MODELXA92 
Icassede Hayer with fast forward aiid| 
|tape end signal S4S 
i M O D E L x S " 
ICassette player whh automatic reverse| 
land programme selector S75 
IMODELX^OO 
ICassette player and AM radio unit with j 
Ifast forward and tape end signal $90 
SlIO 
[MODEL MCR 1000 
{cassette player with AM radio. Auto, reverse] 
and programme selector 
lEVERYUNrnsSvERElTBYl 
| A 90 DAY WARRANTY.. 
THEATRE 
BOOKINGS 
Mayne Hall concert bookings and bookings for other 
city concert venues may be made through the Union 
Agency. Student concessions at the best possible rates 
will be negotiated by the Union. 
HI FI AND 
TV PLUGS 
AND LEADS 
The Union Agency holds stocks of commonly used 
plugs, sockets and cabie used by hi fi hobbyists, as well 
as cable used by home handymen to connect television 
antennae, both 300 ohm ribbon and 75 ohm coaxial are 
available. Double adaptors piggyback plugs and power 
leads are also available. 
PIONEER 
SONEDO 
AWA 
FERRIS 
A wide range of car radios, cassette players and com-
Ibinalion units in famous brands is available at well below 
I normal retail prices. Two of the brands in slock are Fer-
Iris and Pioneer. A wide range of speakers is also available, 
(cassettes are also available. 
I Portable TV sets which can be plugged into a car ciga-
|rette lighter are available at well below "normal prices. 
TRMSIJREirS 
SECOND HAND REPORT 
CALCULATORS 
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 
YAMAHA musical instuments, guitars and band 
instruments are now available through the Union 
Agency 
LP RECORDS AND PRE-RECORDED 
CASSETTES 
Records and cassettes are now available for sale 
at discounted prices through the Music Room 
The Union Agency offers a brarld new service. Many 
students own calculators which are now superseded by 
newer models. Probably the major model affected is 
the Hewlett Packard 35. 
Many enquiries at the Union Calculator Shop from 
students wishing lo trade in oW calculators on newer 
models have prompted the Union to venture into the 
second hand calculator market. It is proposed to oper-
ate this service in two ways: 
TRADE IN: Students and others wishing to trade 
in calculators on other models may do so through the 
Union Calculator Shop. These calculators will be available 
for resale through the Union Agency. 
STRAIGHT OUT SALE: Sludents and others who 
have calculators for straight out sale instead of as a trade 
in on another model are invited to leave their calculators 
in the custody of the Union Agency together with their 
requested prices, if the calculator is sold, a commission 
of 10% is payable. 
People wanting to sell basic four function calculators 
should be made aware that the market for these units is 
not great at the University; despite this, it is proposed to 
promote this service throughout secondary schools in 
Brisbane, where these calculators are in fair demand. 
Calculators with scientific functions such as the HP 
35 are particularly sought: despite the fact that these un-
its are now superseded, we consider that a price between 
$50 and $85 is not unreasonable. Calculators still within 
the guarantee period and in good condition will attract 
top prices. 
Purchasers of second hand calculators will be able to 
inspect a report sheet on each HP calculator detailing 
the results of diagnostic tests performed on each unit be-
fore it is displayed tor sale. These exhaustive tests, desig-
ned to reveal even the slightest malfunction, help to pro-
tect both seller and buyer: for this special service a charge 
of $1 pen unit will be levied on calculators lodged for 
straight out sale. 
UNION AGENCY 
Located in the Union Shopping Arcade 
The Union Agency is the seco.nd of a number of new 
Union services being provided this year for the first time. 
Since almost no students outside those directly connect-
ed wilh the Union know the processes involved in setting 
up new operations within the extraordinarily conservative 
structure of the Union, I have 'borrowed' this space from 
the Union Agency to explain its establishment, together 
with that of the Union Calculator shop. 
During last year's election campaign, I stressed many 
times the appalling losses being made by the Union's 
trading activities. The total loss for 1974 was $134,000. 
During the early part of this year a number of changes 
took place. Amongst these was Union Council's adopt-
ion of my recommendation that the Theatre Manager's 
contract of employment should be terminated. At about-
the same time. Union House Committee accepted my 
proposals for what has become the very successful Union 
Calculator Shop. The Union Agency has been establish-
ed along the same time-consuming methods used by 
the Union. 
Presently being considered are plans for the relocat-
ion of the Union Shop in the Island Bar of the Refect-
ory. Union Shop results have proven very disappointing 
since it moved to its present location in August last 
year. Plans are being formulated for yet another Union 
trading operation on the present site of Union Shop af-
ter its relocation into the Refectory. 
Even more trading ventures are being seriously con-
sidered at preseni. The reason for the expansion of my 
policy of establishing profitable new areas to help red-
uce the overall losses of traditional areas like the Refe-
ctory and theTheatre. The path towards this objective 
is often marred by petty obstruction within the Union 
structure which hamper what should othenwise be ord-
inary business decisions.. 
I look on the Union Agency as an important service 
to Union members and others at the Sl Lucia site. For 
the first time, there is a no-worry payment centre for 
gas, electricity and rates accounts. The car accessories 
available here are at prices substantially less than those 
charged by any other Brisbane store including the dis-
count houses, and Brisbane's largest potential bicycle 
market is at last catered foi-. Your support for the Un-
ion Agency makes my task of arguing for even more 
services easier when such decisions are often'made on 
political rather than rational business grounds. D 
. '.V 
ALAN FOWLER 
TREASURER 
. . < . tuiAtkr iiorMt i3 
TTie battle for supremacy in the world of heavy rock k 
assuredly one which will never be fully decided. For as 
long as groups exist there will be those supporters who 
are more than willing to proclaim their' group the best. 
Perhaps one day some august body, equipped with app-
ropriate criteria vrill elect the premier group and duly 
crown it as such. But personally I don't think that this 
would really achieve anything - in the same way as noth-
ing is achieved by the merry-go-round of 
Jimmy Page is a better guitarist than Ritchie Blackmori 
Aw, bull shit, Blackmore'd eat him! etc etc. 
Does it really matter? And in any case, who is going to be 
game enougli to lay down a set of'objective' criteria for 
deciding who is the better group, the better guitarist or 
whatever? Certainly we can trot out statistics which go a 
long way towards indicating the popularity of certain 
groups as compared with others: for example, 
So far, five of Led Zeppelin's six albums have gone 
platinum, that is, at least a million units sold; whlleLed 
Zeppelin IV (the one with Black Dog and Stairway to 
Heaven on it) has sold some three million by itself. A 
single Zeppelin concert in Tampa, Florida in 1973 attrac-
ted 56,800 paying customers, while 120,000 attended 
six concerts in the New York area earlier this year. On 
paper, at least, they are the world's most popular group. 
Zeppelin's main competition in the heavy metal area, 
. Black Sabbath and Deep Purple, have also sold consist-
ently well, Sabbath selling some seven million-odd records 
in their career, while, according to a Warners Corporation 
spokesman, Deep Purple sold fourteen milUon records 
world-wide in 1973, thus making them the top album sel-
ling group for that year. 
As you will have noticed, these figures impressive 
though they may be, reveal nothing of any group's rela-
tive musical qualities. Surely it is obvious that because 
Group X is statistically the most popular group in the 
world, it doesn't necessarily follow that it is the best. Eq-
ually, that because Fred Nurke plays with this group, he 
must necessarily be the best guitarist, drummer, bass or 
keyboard player. 
By now you may probably have gathered that the wri-
ter Is a heavy rock freak himself, and being human, it is 
possible that he has certain faults and failings with regard 
to his musical taste (at least in the opinion of other peo-
ple). It may also be that he comes across as biased. If so, 
.he simply asks that this be accepted and/or overlooked in 
the spirit of benign tolerance that is supposed to permeate 
tills place. 
In what follows, the writer would have enjoyed the 
chance to write on a broader scale, including groups and 
artists such as Robin Trower, Bad Company, Grand Funk, 
Bachman-Tumer Overdrive etc", but limitations of time -
and space liave led the writer to concentrate on a couple 
of fairly well-known groups. Thus, this section of the arti-
cle deals with the latest recorded works of Led Zeppelin 
and Deep Purple. The concluding section is reserved for 
the writer's current hobby-horse and is an introduction to 
the relatively new English heavyweights, Queen. 
Midway through 1973 bassist Roger Glover and voca-
list Ian Gillian left Deep Purple, mainly at the instigation 
of temperamental guitarist, Ritchie Blackmore, who, ap-
parently, was the main force behind the firing of Rod 
Evans and Nicky Simper, Purple's original bassist and sin-
ger. Obviously whoever replaced them would have to be 
expendable, this having become somediing ofa Deep Pur-
ple traditfon. Rumours flew as rumours will; at one stage, 
the multi-talented Pahi Rodgers, lale of Free, was the re-
placement vocalist. But early in 1974 a new Purple album 
called Bum was on the record racks, with Glenn Hughes 
from Trapeze singing and playing a huge red Rickenback-
er, and David Coverdale, an unknown who worked in a 
boutique somewhere in the north of England doing the 
greater part of the vocals. 
Immediately a newer, more melodic, and even blues-
oriented Deep Purple was evident, especially in cuts such 
as Mistreated; not ignoring their roots, Purple laid down 
Burn, tlie title track, and one of their best straight rock-
ers ever. But the high point of the album, at least for 
this writer, was a heavy cruncher called &iilAwtiy which 
featured a Sabbath-like lead riff, a bass line that was pure 
funk, singing from a man who was obviously well aware 
of his place in a heavy metal lineup, and Jon Lord play-
ing a synthesizer for the flrst time on an album. 
Purple looked set to go far. Then they recorded Stomv-
bringer. 
Following Bum, this album, whose title is lifted from 
a Michael ^loorcock sci-fi novel, is a big disappointment. 
While the old magic is still there in tracks like/toW OM 
and Stormbringer ( a real throwback to their Machinehead 
days), Deep Purple's attempt to diversify their sound 
through Afo/^ - Man, a Uriah Heep-lsh thing called Gypsy, 
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and Soldier of Fortune fail rather dismally. It's neither 
a really good nor a really bad album; but it is Deep Pur-
ple far from their peak, and nothing fo gel excited about. 
On the olher hand, after an eighteen month gestation, 
Led Zeppelin have finally delivered the long-awaited 
Physical Graffiti. The reviewer in Rolling Stone calls it 
their Tommy, Beggars Banquet and Sergeant Pepper all 
rolled mto one, Zeppelin's bid fdr artistic respectability, 
and that just about says it all. 
it will be hard for Zeppelin to top this one, for il is a 
real tour de force, a monument to tlie band's versatility. 
Every aspect of their ability is touched on, pure heavy 
TOck(Night Flight, Tlie Rover, Custard Pie, The Wanton 
Song); a Stairway to Heaven-type soft/heavy ballad (In 
the Light); the by now customary accoustic, (Bron-Yr-
Aur), a beautiful and lyrical piece, with Page's carefully 
selected and sensitive chords flowing from the speakers 
like warm honey .... There is even, God help us, a thing 
called Down by the Seaside, complete with bluegrass vi-
brato, which sounds for all the world as though it were 
written by Burt Bacharach. But even with this, plus the 
wierd and wonderful array of extra instruments, mello-
tron, synthesizer, lan Stewart's piano and a mandolin 
(on Boogie with Stu, a heavy, remorseless piece that 
seems to roll out of the speakers), Zeppelin could never 
be accused of self-indulgence. They have loo much mus-
ical integrity, and Page is too canny a producer to allow 
that to happen. But in any case, no matter whal slyle 
Zeppelin tried or what instruments they employed, to 
quote Rolling Stone again, 'Jimmy Page could probably 
arrange a quartet for finger cymbals and have it come 
lumbering out of tlie loudspeakers sounding like Led 
Zeppelin.' 
As usual, Page Is ably supported in the rhyUim sect-
ion by John Paul Jones and John Bonham. Occasionally, 
these two have been accused of sounding wooden and 
uninspiring, but 1 would argue that a fairly rigid back-
beat is necessary in a group such as this to give the requir-
ed support to the front-rank antics of Page and Robert 
Plant, the vocalist. Plant has rarely been in finer voice, 
tracks such as The Rover, Custard Pie, Boogie with Stu, 
and inT)articular, 5/flct Country Woman being real show-
cases for him. 
Physical Graffiti is by no means a flawless album. 
Three of the longest tracks, In My Time of Dying, Kash-
mir and In the Light have a tendency to fizzle into, uh 
dare we say-ittf^jboredoini^Neverthelcss, taken as a 
whole, die album'fi! a reldundmg success, a tribute, as we 
said earlier, to Led Zeppelin's versatility, as well as the in-
credibly good production ability of Jimmy Page. I hones-
tly think that Uiis one will have to be the standard by 
which their future work will need to be judged. 
Late in 1973, an album was released by four relatively 
unknown Englishmen who called themselves Queen. The 
response was immediate and overwhelming. Brian May, 
John Deacon, Roger Taylor and Freddie Mercury were , 
dubbed the most exciting find ofthe year, and God knows 
what else. Rolling Stone went so far as lo call them the 
new Led Zeppelin. , 
Not all of this was hype, although one tended to be a 
little sceptical at how an unknown group managed lo 
crack the bigtime witli just one album, and a debut al-
bum at that. Scepticism was instantly dismissed when one 
listened lo the album, because here was real talent - a 
little raw perhaps, but perhaps also it was that very raw-
ness which made the album the artistic success that it 
was. It was one of those rare records, on which deafen-
ing decibels co-existed with sensitive, lyrical pieces to give 
an overall impression of sheer competence and ability. 
Tracks such as Liar, Great King Rat, and the unbeliev-
able Modern Times Rock and RoU (the ideal song for tes-
ting just how loud your speakers will go) ensured them a 
place among the heavies, while the likes o(Doing All 
Right and My Fair)> King led people to compare them to 
a combination of the best in both Yes and Led Zeppelin. 
Gradually more became known about them. Brian 
May, lead guitarist, held a Ph. D. in astronomy and dis-
satisfied wilh the range of guitars available, had built his 
own out of a 100 year old piece of mahogany found in 
a neighbour's fireplace. Mercury, Taylor and Deacon al-
so held degrees in electronics and biology. Interest was 
generated by reports of their intensely exciting stage per-
formances, and, passing up tlie chance to lour America 
to promote their firsl album, Queen appeared at Sunbury 
in 1974 and apparently were a rousing success. 
Their second album, however, is nowhere near as out-
wardly heavy as llie first. Designed as a 'concept' album, 
it was divided uito a 'black' and 'white' side, the general 
idea being a contest between the Black and White queens. 
It is a tremendously complicated thing, and may seem a 
bit of a disappointment when compared to their first, in 
so far as it's not merely a conglomeration of songs, but 
rather, has a definite thematic structure. 
Of the newer bands to arrive on the scene of late, 
Bachman-Tumer Overdrive, Bad Company elc, Queen 
would have to get diis writer's vote as the band to watch 
as being most likely lo become a powerful force in the 
worid of contemporary rock. With two albums b'ehuid 
them, and a third, Sheer Heart Attack about to be releas-
ed any day now, it has taken this band a mere two years 
to reach a position of pre-eminence. D 
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ALERT DRIVING SCHOOL 
Leam to drive correctly and safely, from fully trained instructors with vast 
driving background experience on Dual Controlled Late Model Cars. 
- ALERT will call for and retum you to your address. 
~ ALERT guarantees a full hour of instruction. 
- ALERT gives special rate to University Students, Nurses, Apprentices and 
I ^ A p k | \ simibr categories. 
alert 
- ALERT arraitges test bookings and provides a free drivers licence to successful 
students. 
- ALERT provides instruction 7 days a week - all suburbs. 
Student (Proprietor: ROY BARTON) 12 ROMEA STREET. THE GAP 4061 
PHONE: 30 2416 ALL HOURS 
EDDIE & BRENDA CRISP'S 
EJCTRA ECONOMY 
S S O GUARANTEED WORKMANSHIP E 
U E R V I C E 2 i l Grade Mechanics 
^ T A T I O N Jephson sl, Toowong 
O PFR A Tl O N Specializing in British, P E R A M U n p„j.^,„,yB.M.C.caB. 
SATURDAY MORNING LUBES AND SERVICES' 
hine family fare 
532 MILTON ROAD, TOOWONG 
^ , ^ ^ ^ ^ i g ? Q W HOURS: -
^ ^ W ^ ^ S U H P ^ 8 A.M. - 8 P.M. 
^'9^\ ^^HGirri ^J Monday to Saturday 
Family 
Iff^i 8 A.M. - 6 P.M. 
1 Sunday 
1 Wpx Delivery Free 
l ^ y Q y On Fridays. 
INTRODUCTORY ASTROLOGY COURSE IN 3 SESSIONS 
AT 39 MARYVALE STREET, TOOWONG QLD. 4066. 
1 st Session: Saturday 24 May 2 pm - S pm 
Initiation to symbols of planets and signs 
There will be no repeat of the 1st sesaon. 
2nd Session: Thursday 29 May 7 pm - 10 pm 
Cast your own rising sign (ascendant) 
Repeat: Saturday 31 May 2 pm - 5 pm 
3rd Session: Thursday S June 7 pm - 10 pm 
Cast your own chart - your planets at birth 
Repeat: Saturday 7 June 2 pm - 5 pm 
Pec for the couise = $10 payable in advance (or J3 deposit) 
to Alain the Astrologer 
39 Maryvale Stieet, Toowong. 
With the enrolment fee participants must Indicate their day, 
month, year and place of birth. 
And find thcii accurate lime of biith for the b^ i^nning of the 
course. 
The purpose of this course is to give a true and practical idea of 
Astrology by calculating and casting your own chart with the 
positions of all planets, houses, at the time of birth. This cour- -
se is especiaUy relevant for would be astrologers as an initiation 
to all the different calculations and as a supply of information re-
garding good astrology books, cphemeris tables and tables of 
houses. 
N.B.: For the third session, bring foolscap paper, a protractor, 
a ruler and coloured pencils. 
MTOl^ U 
400 Milton Road, 
AUCHENFLOWER 
CONVENIENCE STORE 
OPEN TH wMm: 
campus card 8i 
gift shop 
Gifts, cards, posters, candles, indiangear 
stationery and art supplies 
Union Shopping Arcade 8.30-5.30 daily 
gesuvey's pharmacy 
2 , g AgentfoK-
u . ^ fw« COSMEnCS 
HiwkenDfive y 
St.Lucia C Usttawiitptdium 
ai .u ica V iBctodin NINA RICCI, 
/l^ ARPBCE,]EAND'AUEirr 
nelct to Sl Luda Newt X KODAK A PACIFIC AGENCY 
"the 
single 
personal 
agony 
Of 
decision" 
. This is your final year at the 
University. And it feels like it. 
Full of problems, planning, and 
decisions. 
If you've decided to move out 
into industry, commerce or 
govemment, if you haven't made 
the decision about employment, 
we might be able to help. 
We're the Careers Counselling 
Centre. In the shack behind the 
Social Sciences building. 
At present, there are employers 
visiting the campus. To talk with 
you. Through our programme, 
you might find out more about 
the employment situation. You 
might find a job. Or a career. -
Book into our interview 
programme. It can't hurt. It might 
help. 70-6839, 70-3289. 
A career is not a job. It's the 
way you want to live. 
Ricks 
Mountain 
Sliop 
SPECIALIZED OUTDOOR EQUIPMENT 
For 
* Mountaineeriiig 
* Rockclimiiiiig 
•Civing 
* Overseas Tiavellefs 
* Lightweight C u n ^ . 
Tents, Packs, Sleeping Bags, Boots 
Climbing Equipment. Ropes, Clothing. 
CALL S31 Maton Rd. toowoi^ 
WRITE P.O. Bte 12 Toommg 4066 
Phone 702294 or 933771 
m 
THE CAREERS INFORMATION OFFICE 
CIOOOISF 
CAMPUS PHARMACY 
Shopping Centre 
Univenity of Queendand 
STLUCIA 
Teiepbone- ' - 701509 
(intemal 6882) 
PROMPT PRESCRIFriON SERVICE 
AGENT FOR 
PERFUMBS COSIMETICS 
Faberge 
Dina 
Lanvin 
Lanoome 
Revion 
CydK 
Steiner 
Max Htctot 
. . FHOTO FINISHING 
24 Hbiir BUck and White 
Prompt Colour Servke. 
TENNIS 
WANTED 
Reliable male or female 
for tennis coaching for 
'children. 
Sat. mornings - T h e Gap 
and Indooroopilly. 
CaressentiaL 
Enquiries - 5 6 3586 
tampef floreat 15 . 
ADMINISTRATION 
SECRECY 
EXPOSED 
THE DEMESTER DOSSIER 
Recently, a Semper investigative team acquired a file of papers. To protect our sources we cannot say exactly how they came Into our hands: 
suffice it to say that wc are convinced of their authenticity and the shredding machine in the J.D. Slory Administration building has been working 
overtime. 
We attempted to get a comment from Fifth Floor admiiiistration sources but they have refused even to acknowledge the existence of the file. A 
reading of the Demester Documents, will, we are sure, explain why (hey are being so secretive. 
Since news got out that we were investigating the Demester Dossier a number of seemingly u.icoimected events have occurred which if taken tog-
ether, add up to an attempt to silence the free press of this university. For instance:-
We became aware during the past week that there were moves afoot to shift the student health service away from the Union complex into 
territory more directly under the control of the Administration. Our editor's medical file is held by the Health Service. It seems they have learned 
from the Ellsburg Case. 
In addition a number of our editorial staff have had enrolment "problems". One was refused an extension on an essay! 
Every night as we work in Semper office we observe the prowlings of Security Guards - testing locks and muttering into two way radios. Is this 
intimidation? 
The bands of police on campus have paraded ostentasiously outside the Union Building. Surely a show of force. 
Finally we have received a number of indications that writs for alleged "obscenity" may be issued, an attempt to close the newspaper. 
Despite these "incidents" we have in the best tradition of fearless hard-hitting journalism published extracts from the Demester Dossier, wc do 
this in full knowledge of the possible consequences, because wc believe students must know what is beiiig planned for them. 
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SEMIPER 
FLOREAT 
EXPO-UNI -75 
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE 
UNIVERSITY TO SOCIAL CHANGE 
(li) semper floreat 
Richard Spencer 
Chairperson - Expo Uni 
Co-ordinating Committee. 
1. Forgan-Smith 
2. Undergraduate Library 
3. Steele 
4. Bookshop/University Press 
5. Geology and Mineralogy 
6. Physics Annexe 
7. Physics 
8. Botany 
9. Michie Building - Anthropology 
10. Proposed Bicycle Way 
11. Mayne Hall 
12. Central Library 
13. Commerce & Economics 
20. Cement Box Theatre 
21. Students' Union 
22. Schonell Theatre 
23. Abel Smith Lecture Theatre 
24. Social Sciences 
25. Indoor Sports Pavilion 
26. Physical Education 
31. Student Services - Counselling 
42. i-lawken Building 
43. Mining and Metallurgical Eng. . 
45. Mechanical Eng. 
46. Electrical Eng. 
47. Axon 
48. Civil Eng 
49. Computing Hut 
61. J. D. Story Administration 
62. Biochemistry 
63. Physiology Lecture Theatre 
64. Physiology 
65. Microbiology 
67, Mathematics 
68, Chemistry 
69, Music Shell 
81. Anatomy 
82. Veterinary Science 
83. Hartley Teakle Building -
Agriculture, Entomology 
84. Therapies 
This is an exposition of the University Com-
munity 1975. Featured are displays by most Fac-
ulties, Departments, Clubs and Societies. The 
Expo section of this Semper is comprehensive 
- use it for further guidance contact the infor-
mation tables in the Forum Area of Union com-
plex and the Great Court. 
The theme of Expo is The Contribution of the 
University to Social Change, Some received this 
theme with cynicism; others have pursued it vig-
orously. It is significant to note that the Comm-
erce Department and the Medical Society are ab-
sent from this edition. The Medical Society sub-
mitted their dossier for Expo after the extended 
final date and the Commerce Department advis-
ed that they would not contribute to Expo. How-
ever, the Commerce students did contribute to 
the University scene last week in the form of a 
. drunken ball that left the Union Refectory in a 
shambles. Departing from precedent the Law Soc-
iety and the Law Faculty are participating nota-
bly in this Expo - - despite individual lecture gro-
ups in the Faculty voting to continue lectulres du-
ring Expo and Union Festival. Suffice it to say 
ttiat vast changes are expected in the medical 
and legal professions in the next decade - per-
haps also the University may become less orien-
tated to the wheels of commerce - the need is 
obvious. 
Is this University a place of leaming or a fact-
ory for professionals ? For centuries the stud-
ent prided himself as a free-thinker and initiator 
of positive community change. Today the prod-
uct of a University education is more often dis-
integrated than integrated. A brilliant thesis and 
a nervous breakdown is a frequent combination 
which cannot be justified. The total man is for-
gotten while the intellect is crammed with info-
rmation converting what was once one of the 
noblest occupations into a loveless task. 
Needed are educationalists who are free" thin-
kers - free from personal ambitions and inhibit-
ions and who have an expanded concept of what 
constitutes education. Then the university will 
contribute to positive social change rather than 
social fragmentation. 
My respect to the many who have worked 
hard on the displays and events constituting Expo, 
UNIVERSITY OF QUEENSLAND 
EXPO UNM975 
FRIDAY PROGRAMME 
Displays of Departments, Clubs and Societies 
11.00 a.m. CHESS MATCH - all comers welcome. Brisbane Chess Champion 
Bruce Halliday playing "simultaneous" - Music ^ ell under 
Physiology Lecture Theatres. 
12.00 midday Symposium THE ROLE OF THE UNIVERSITY 
Abel Smith Lecture Theatre; Convenor Richard Spencer on behalf 
of the Students* Union 
Speakers: Professor Willet • Vfce-Chancellor, Griffith University 
Professor Gates • Presklent, Professorial Board, U. of Q. 
Bruce Dickson -Post Grad Student and RepresentatWe 
on Senate. 
1.00 p.m. French play. LE MARRIAGE DE FIGARO . Room 72 Foigan 
Smith BuUding. 
MOCK MURDER trial by Law Faculty - (Room B9) Forgan 
Smith Building. - . . „ . . , 
PLAY by Uni Que Tiieatre - Cement Box Theatre (under Schonell 
Theatre) . .^ 
2 00 D m. CHESS MATCH for all - Music Shell under Phystology Lecture Th. 
• Talk YOGA EDUCATION IN AUSTRALIAN UNIVERSITIES -
Brian McCarthy, Graduate of Yoga Institute. Bombay, J.D. 
Stoiy Room, Union Building. 
Uni Que Theatre Company available for discussion on student the-
atre-Cement Box Theatre ' 1 
Free fUm "IF" In Sdionell Theatre 
2.30 p.m. 
3.00 p.m. 
4.00 p.m. 
4.30 p.m. 
7.30 p.m. 
8.00 p.m. 
FRENCH FIUIS room 81, Forgan Smith Building 
^mposium BEING A LAW STUDENT, Abel Smith Lecture Theatre 
Speakers: R. Byron (Lecturer). 
David Meredith & L. Boccabella (Stiidents) 
Free film "IF" Schonell Theatre 
FRENCH FILMS room 81, Foigan Smith Building 
YOGA SOCIETY - Film night, "ChapUn - His Musical Career" 
"Jonathan Livingston Seagull". 
Physiology Lecture Theatre No I. 
French aub SCHOOLS NIGHT, Abel Smith Lecture Theatre, 
LG 16 Social Sciences Bldg. and Forgan Smith Bldg. 
Vigil observed by members of Amnesty International through 
Friday night and Saturday morning. Relaxatbn Block. 
Re: Persecution of Political Prisoners. 
SATURDAY-PROGRAMME 
Display of Departments, Gubs and Societies 
(excepting Veterinary Science (Friday only]) 
1.00 p.m. 
2.00 p.m. 
2.00 p.m. 
5.00 p.m. 
4.()0p.m. 
Play by lAii Que Tiieatre Co - Cement Box Tiieatre 
Free film "IF" Schonell Tiieatre 
EXPO JAPAN, Abel Smith Lectiire Theatre, hiduding Tea cere-
mony, Traditional Singing, Kimino manequin parade. 
Free film "IF" Schonell Theatre . 
ANATOMY 
Anatomy is the study of the form and structure of 
organisms, and in this department particular emphasis 
is placed on the form and struchire of the human body. 
Although in the past Anatomy has been taught to medi-
a l and dental students almost exclusively, it is now pos-
sible for a student in the Science Faculty to study anat-
omy to third level and to specialise in Anatomy for Ho-
nours. Masters or Doctor of Philosophy degrees. 
Particular streams in the Bachelor of Human Move-
ment degree courses contain a large Anatomy compon-
ent, and special courses in Anatomy have been develo-
ped for therapy students. 
The display in the Anatomy Department v i^ll, we 
hope, reflect, the broad interests of members of tiie 
staff and give an indication ofthe possibilities that are 
available to those who may wish lo pursue a career in 
this subject. Various aspecis ofour teaching activities 
wit! be displayed - audiovisual material, museum speci-
mens and other teaching aids. Movie films, showing a 
representative sample of anatomy teaching movies, wili 
be run periodically. You will see, among other things, 
the electron microscope, the electromyograph which re-
cords activity in muscles, a display of an investigation 
of human growth and development and a project on lac-
tation and growth in Antarctic seals. Q 
ANTHROPOLOGY 
& SOCIOLOGY 
ANTHROPOLOGY CONTRIBUTION FOR 
EXPO 75 
Epidemics, insufficient water, poor nutrition, "irrat-
ional" social practices, radical changes in human relati-
ons following introduction of a simple tool - these are 
not trivial issues, but kinds of problems important to 
the well being of many peoples around the world. 
Solutions and analyses of these kinds of problems 
involve the working ideas and strategies of anthropolo-
gy. Insofar as anthropology is a science, it addresses it-
self to certain kinds of issues concerning nalure, man, 
and culture. There is, of course, a good deal of overlap 
among the behavioural sciences in concept, terminolo-
gy, and method. Themes of anthropological enquiry cen-
tre on the framework of man as a species, Homo sapiens. 
In anthropology there is a preference for natural settings 
in investigating man's culture, and a commitment lo the 
ecologic, evalutionary, diachronic, and symbolic dimen-
sions of human behaviour as a way to implicitly provide 
a cross cultural, and comparative perspective. D 
SOCIOLOGY EXPO CONTRIBUTION 
The sociological enterprise is a muitifaceted phenom 
ena. 
No simple definition is sufficient to encapsulate the 
varied styles and strategies in sociological research. Like 
the social world, it endeavours to understand sociology 
is at once lorn between competing theoretical and met-
hodogical assumptions yet at times displays a more har-
monious exterior, a spurous tranquility some would sug-
gest, the product of an inpenitrable and esoteric langu-
age. 
A Child of the Enlightenment, nurtured during the 
turbulent days of revolutionary Europe, acquiring aca-
demic respectability as a "social problem" solving disci-
pline, sociology now seeks to investigate and if possible 
purge its ideological and unscientific foundations. 
Belatedly and begrudingly recognizing ils conserva-
tism, sociology has struggled to remain in touch with an 
cverchaniging and elusive empirical world; a variety of 
sociological Utopias have all floundered in the face of 
a humanity who resists socialization, enjoys false con-
sciousness, forgets history and prefers a deviant life 
style. • 
INTRODUCTIONTO THE 
ANTHROPOLOGY AND SOCIOLOGY DISPLAY 
Our display is a symbolk: collage, conceived spontan-
eously after a period of reflection on social change and 
contemporary social life. Several levels of social existen-
ce should be conveyed by the art form. Socialization or 
the transferring of our accumulated culture begins with 
the newborn infant. He or she is made "human" through 
Mmpar floreat (lll| 
interpersonal interaction with other people. The oughts 
and ought uots, the values, the symbols ofour society 
are all passed on as is mothers milk. Both are essential 
to the infants survival. 
The passing of time affects us all. We live m a social 
envelope, our sense pf self deriving from that'which we 
experience in our social environment. All behaviour is 
patterned, never random, yet time brings changes to 
these pattern's and lo us. Society and social life are nev-
er stable. Equilibrium is merely an abstraction - an ana-
lytical conception - all social life is in constant motion 
and we are carried with its tides. 
Modern man contends with an ever more rapidly chan-
ging environment. Technology and macro forces ravage 
his social existence, distort his institutions and warp his 
sense of place in the scheme of things. Yet he adapts and 
he survives, and conlinues to feel his own reality. He do-
cs so because he shares with others a sense of "we" ness, 
a sense of * us". D 
BOTANY 
Botany is the scientific study of plants. Teaching and 
Research in the Botany department can be grouped into 
a number of fields. 
Plant growth and Production involving detailed 
sub-cellular studies and electron microscopy, especially 
concerning the effect of plant hormones and how these 
control leaf full, fruit ripening and other aging processes. 
Also in the field of produclion is studies on growth of 
Mitchell grass from Charleville, Studies of the rusts and 
smuts, fungi which reduce crop produclion are in hand. 
Pollution and the Environment studies on the ef-
fect of Sulphur dioxide and Hydrogen fluoride gas on 
Australian plants from around copper and aluminium 
smelters arc proceeding, using some of the most sophis-
ticated equipment of ils kind. A study on the possible 
use of lichens as indicators of air purity about Brisbane 
has been started. Environmental studies include a sur-
vey of Conservation areas in Australia, and studies on 
sand dune vegetation, especially after mining. 
Plant Diversity Queensland has 
over half of all the land plants in Australia, Techniq-
ues to understand and name these arc being develop-
ed. Similarly, the marine plants, especially ofthe Barr-
ier reef are under investigation. 
The Botany display will be centered in room 028 of 
the Biological Sciences Building, ground floor level if 
the building is entered .from the Great Court. It will fea-
ture the interests outlined above. Because of the cramp-
ed quarters the electron microscope is housed in small 
groups of people will be shown il at intervals during the 
day: lo ensure participation colled a ticket from the 
main display. D 
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percentage of vegotation types 
not conserved in 1972 
BIO-CHEMISTRY 
Of course, we all know that the "molecular view of 
a gene is a stretch of polynucleatkle chain whose nucl-
eatkle base sequence specifies the amino acid sequence 
of a polypeptide chain, via a genetic code"-or 
do we? 
If you would like to know (in simple uncomplicated 
terms) what makes eveiyone in your family have a poi-
nty nose, big cars, flat feel or bad tempers, come along 
to the genetics display in the Biochemistry building. We 
will actually be making the "stufi^ ' (DNA for the more 
intellectually inclined) that gives you these characteris-
tic traits, and winding il onto a glass rod. There will 
also be displays on radioactivity safety requirements 
and procedures. 
But how do you know that it is DNA being wound 
oul ~ visit the display righl next door and find out. See 
how scientists attempt to identify compounds just be 
testing what colour light ihey absorb!! Is egg white a 
source of protein? Wliat is DNA made of? What is in 
your vitamin pill? Come and find oul al Biochem in 
the Biochemical Building. 
Arc those insects such a nuisance after all? Is there 
really such a great need to use DDT, dieldrin elc on 
your garden? If you want lo see the possible effect of 
these insecticides on the balance of nature, come lo our 
display. Herbicide effect on various plants and their com-
ponents will also be illustrated. Even if you don't under-
stand what we're doing, you will see why we're doing 
those experiments in areas of such current relevant in-
terest. 
Haven't you been fascinated by the "mad scienlists" 
wilh Iheir bubbling test tubes and flasks? Well, biochem 
ists do that and more. Ifyou're interested in doing a sub-
ject, with a wide relevance to today's life, see the Bio-
chem sludents, in their special way, ready to expound 
to you the marvels of being a biochemist. D 
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CHEMISTRY 
Behind mosr ot the social changes of the past century 
the work of the chemist is to be found. The rapid adva-
nces in hygiene and in medicine which have greatly in-
creased life expectancy and have led to the population 
exploston were only possible with the products of chem-
ical technology, and likewise, the means of controlling 
the population "bomb" depend on chemistry. Hastics 
technology, based on chemistry, has brought many for-
mer luxuries within reach of the poorer sections of the 
community, has revolutionized the packaging and hand-
ling of foodstuffs, and has given eveiy child a collection 
of cereal packet toys. 
But while chemistry has lo a large extent made the 
consumer society possible, il also provides the means of 
maintaining and the main hope of correcting the exces-
ses of that sociely. For example, the developmeni of 
synthetic detergents solved a laundering problem but '^ ^ 
unexpectedly produced a pollution problem which, in 
lurn, is being resolved by the introduction of biodegra-
dable dclergenls. Thus chemistry has made and will con-
tinue to make important contributions to social develop-
ment. 
The chemistry, department provides instruction and 
training to science sludents in the theories, facts, and 
techniques of chemistry. There are Uuee major sections 
in the department: physical, inorganic and organic che-
mistry, and in each scclion Ihere is approximately equal 
emphasis given to the theoretical and experimental asp-
ects. Fundamental training in chemistry is also provided 
to sludenis in medicine, dentistry, pharmacy, physiothe-
rapy, veterinary science, agriculture, engineering and ol-
her disciplines in science. The department is very active 
in research and, as a part ofthis effort, provides research 
training to post-graduate sludenis and lo some undergra-
duates. IJSI year about sixty research papers reporting 
work by staff and students of the deparlment were pub-
lished in leading scientific journals. 
This year the Expo display by Ihc Chemistry deparl-
ment will consist of: 
1. Exliibits relevant (and irrelevant) lo the Expo 
theme. 
2. Guided tours to special instruments and laborato-
ries in the department. 
3. Liquid air and chemical "magic" displays. D 
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computor science 
The Department offers a wide range of undergradua-
te and post-graduate subjects for inclusion in the follo-
wing courses: 
Bachelor of Science (BSc) 
Bachelor of Arts (BA) 
Postgraduate Diploma in Computer Science 
(DipCompSc) 
Postgraduate Diploma in information Processing 
(DipInfProc) 
Master of Scienlific Studies (MScStud) 
and research-oriented (thesis) supervision and facilities 
leading to Ihe awards of: 
Master of Science (MSc) 
Doctor of niilosophy (PhD) 
Enrolments in the Department have grown rapidly 
since its eslablishmenl in 1969 and the number of equi-
valent full-lime students in Ihe Department is about 200 
now. The first students to specialise in Computer Scien-
ce in their BSc course graduated as recently as 1973; 
thus, the Department's post-graduate school is necessar-
ily small: further significant Departmental growth is ex-
pected in Ihis area. 
The Department has developed a student terminal lab-
oratory of sixteen terminals connected to the Computer 
Centre's extensively-developed PDP-IO computer system. 
Thus, mosI of the Centre's services are available in the 
Departmenl: this greatly facilitates teaching and research. 
The Department also has a logic laboratory and research 
laboratory which houses a mini-computer, graphics dis-
plays and a further Iwo interactive terminals. Future 
plans include laboratories for systems programming, on-
line systenis and machine archilccture. 
Research interests in the Department include compu-
ter graphics, file structures on-line systems, definhion of 
programming languages, and various theoretical aspects of 
Computer Science. • 
COMPUTER CLUB 
The Computer club display organized in conjunction 
wilh the department Computer Science is being held in 
Ihe Computer Science Hut, off Engineering Road West. 
Eight timesharing terminals connecicd to the Univ-
ersity's DEC syslem 10 computer are being used to dem-
onstrate the computers capabilities. Programs lo play 
chess, noughts and crosses (in two and three dimensions) 
dcmonslrulc inleraclivc graphics and simulate lunar lan-
dings are being used to show some of the novel features. 
You arc invited come and Iry your hand at Ihese and ot-
her games specially written for llic display. 
Examples of typical scientific and commercial appli-
cations in which computers are commonly used have al-
so been arranged. An exhibition of computer generated 
art has been arranged using pictures that arc the work of 
sludents in the club. An cxampjc is the cartoon included. 
Comcund sec us and learn how computers arc bMng 
used lo solve (und create) problems facing mankind. D 
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Alexandra Dance Company 
2 p.m. and 8 p.m. 
S:iU»rday 31 May 
Forester's Hall 
Latrobe Terrace. 
PADDINGTON. Burdon Bus Stop 8 
Admission: Sl .50 Students half price. 
Beginners and experienced players are equally wel-
come to come along for a social game or lo lake part m • 
an occasional "lightning" lournamenl. For the more 
competitive: ihe ciub has a leam taking part in Brisbane 
inler-club matches, , 
For further enquiriqs, contact, Bob Cummins, (via 
Physiology Department, ph 70 6132) or Union Cffice.D 
campus camp 
One person in twenty is exclusively homosexual. One-
third of males are bisexual to some degree. 
Homosexuals are a minority, but a very large minority. 
Yet there is still a pretence that homosexualily either do-
es not exist, or that it is wrong and immoral. 
Campus Camp is a university-based group engaged in 
the fight against persecution and discrimination. Not all 
members are sludents, and not ail are homosexual. The 
only qualification for membership is an agreement with 
the aims of the organisation. 
Campus Camp has organised demonstrations, leafiet-
ings, parties, dances, and submissions on reform to gov-
ernment comissions. It organises sympathetic, profession-
al and free counselling for those who need il. Campus 
Camp sees itself as a radical organisation, but there is ne-
ver any attempt to involve members in action in which 
they do not wanl to lake part. We regard the decision 
lo acknowledge one's homosexuality as vitally import-
anl; but a decision which one has lo make for oneself. 
If you're gay, or if you want to see some cliange in 
attitudes toward homosexualily, we'd like lo welcome 
you into Campus Camp particularly ifyou're a stud-
ent or prospective student of this university. 
Ifyou're interested in Campus Camp, come to a mee-
ting one Monday niglit at 356 Millon Road, Auchenflo-
wer. That is on the corner of Challinor Street, about 3 
minules walk from the Auchenflower station. Or, you 
can join by sending your name, address and 2 dollars; lo 
Campus Camp, University ofQueensland Union, St Uicia 
4067. and we'll send you our newsletters. D 
chess 
CHESS 
EXPO UNI 
- Brisbane champion, Bruce Holliday will be playing a 
simultaneous" chess match in the Music Shell (under-
neath the Physiology lecture theatres) during Expo. Sin-
gle-handed, Bruce will lake on all-comers, playing up to 
20 games at once. 
Play will be from 11 a.m. • 1 p.m. and 2 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
and everyone is welcome lo come and participate, be 
Ihey budding Bobby Fischers or occasional social wood 
pushers. Obviously, the more players who come along 
the greater Brucc's handicap; and the better your chan-
ces of winning! 
Why not come along and enjoy a game of open-air 
chess! 
CHESS CLUB 
Uni Chess Club meets every lunch-hour from 12.30 
lo 2 p.m. inlhe Biochemistry Semhiar rooms on Ihe 
roof of the Physiology lecture theatres. 
DENTISTRY 
EXPO-DENTISTRY 
One of the heallh professions, dentistry is both a sci-
ence and an acquisition of technical skills. Career oppor-
tunities abound wilh more graduates needed to meet the 
community's needs. General practice, specialized pract-
ice, government service or a career with armed forces 
are possible employment choices. 
The faculty of dentistry is equipped wilh modern di-
nics and laboratories - possibly the besl in Australasia. 
In firsl year, basic sciences are taught and in second year, 
detailed biological sciences. The emphasis shifts, in third 
year to the gaining of technical skills, in fourth year lo 
clinical experience, and in fifth year lo clinical experie-
nee in more complex cases. 
The display centres around a functioning dental unit 
incorporating a denial chair and all clinical equipment. 
Demonstrations include mouthguard construction pro-
cedures. Some of the more detailed aspecis of dentist-
ry will be described on audio-visual sequences. 
Display boards describe course outlines, matriculat-
ion requirements, career opportunities and specialities. 
A selection of dental antiques and curios will also be 
on display. Later year sludenis manning the display will 
provide further information and answer any questions. 
For those,who wish to find out how well they clean 
their teeth, we also have an ullra-violet plaque detect-
ion unit. 
Where lo find the display? 
Ground floor. Biochemistry - follow the signs. • 
ECONOMICS 
ECONOMICS EXPO 
During Expo-Uni, Ihe Commerce and Economics Stu-
dents Society and the Departmenl of Economics will pre-
sent a display of publications and show films in the open 
area at the Eastern end of Level 2 in the Commerce and 
Economics Building. -, 
The films to be shown relate to aspecis of Economics; 
Ihc publications will include those of individual Depart-
mental members as. well as those sponsored by the Dep-
artment. Attendants will be available at all times to ans-
wer any questions relating career prospects for Econom-
ists and the structure of Economics courses offered. In 
addition, an Economics questions and answers session us-
ing computers may be included, . b 
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ENGINEERING 
DEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING 
The work ofa Civil Enpnecr covers a wide field ext-
ending from Ihe conservation and application of natural 
resources lo llie design and construction of ihose more 
permanent structures and services which are essential 
for Ihc improvement of Ihe standards of living of man-
kind. He creates roads, bridges, dams, buildings, water 
supply networks, sewage disposal systems by combin-
ing his mathematical tools and practical experience to 
use a multiplicity of malcriais in the progress of design. 
In the displays we hope lo give you an insight inlo 
the equipment used in relating malhcmalicul theory lu 
practice. Students will be manning ihe displays to ans-
wer your questions. 
Displays will be situated in the Civil l-nginccring lab-
oratories near the lake. A brief outline of these display.s 
is given beiow 
TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING 
A model of possible future extensions to ihc South-
l:asl freeway will be displayed in the Structural Engin-
eer Laboratory. 
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING 
Through how many turns can you twist a piece of 
steel? How does brass fail in compression compared to 
slccl? These questions and more will be answered al the 
Structural Lngincering laboratory and the Concrete bi-
boratory. 
FLUID MECHANICS 
Have you seen a hydraulic pump in action? Sec it al 
Ihe Fluids Liboralory 
SOIL MECHANICS 
See tests used by soil mechanicians for foundation 
and highway design. 
On display also will be original work being carried out 
by undcr-graduale students in their Iheses. 
This year the Chemical Engineering Display is going 
lo be bigger and better than ever. Those of you wilh suf-
ficient intelligence to find the display will be rewarded 
by rare treats indeed. 
The World renowned Roger T. Bligli frozen packed 
column; 
- Non-Ncwlonish fluids (see fluids lliat disobey the laws 
of Newton). 
- Interesting and informative films on the chemical in-
dustry. 
• A computer display the Computer Science (xoplc 
couldn't even Ihink of; 
- The Process Control Laboratory where you can com-
pare you abilities with a machine; 
- Liquid air solving ihe world's problems; 
The opportunity lo find out whal thc'RTDF ofa 
PFTR really is; 
Pilot Plants for an industrial drier and an Ether Plant 
which helped pave ihe way for industrial developme-
ni in Quecnsland; 
- Liquid - Liquid extraction - Kerosene and water don'l 
mix or do tJiey????? 
- Mixers Ihal Kenwood probably wish llicy invented; a 
particle analyser that will scparale red particles from 
green ones. 
We hope you will enjoy this year's Expo Uni. D 
ms and their meaning. 
Solar energy will be the power source of the future, 
and there will be a display for all to see how wc can uti-
lise energy, from Ihe sun. Other displays will include 
computer controlled trains, computer music and lasers. 
There will be plenty of games for everyone lo try their 
hand at. Play "Cannibals and Europeans", Battleships 
and Cruisers" in a novel way, and see if you can land a 
capsule on the moon without running out of fuel. 
Don'l forget lo see Ihe high voltage display. This spec-
tacular demonstration of ihe cffecls of hundreds of llio-
usands of volts will leave you astounded. Al! ihis you 
will see at Ihe Electrical Engineering Display down En-
gineering Road Easl near the lake. D 
mechanical 
Mechanical Engineering is concerned wilh the design 
and manufacture of all types of machinery, for example, 
trains, automobiles, agricultural machines, household 
appliances and componenls for aircraft and ships. In 
addilion. the major sections in power houses, air condi-
tioning systems, lifts, and mechanical services for buUd-
ings are -.it the province of the mechanical engineer. 
He has to be conversant with the basic sciences, pro-
ficient in the use of malhemalics as a tool, competent 
ill his own distinct Inand of technology with a working 
knowledge of other engineering disciplines since he otten 
has to work with a leam of other engineers. The Depart-
menl of Mechanical Engineering offers a basic course in 
all of these aspects and, in addition, the work of the gra-
duate school provides facilities in the iraining of compe-
tent research workers. 
Expo 75 will feature the Dcparlmenl al work. The 
metrology laboralory will illustrate all forms of measur-
cmenl, the workshop will demonstrate the manufacture 
of componenls of a gear pump, whilst under test in the 
Deparlmenl's new wind tunnel wili be an aerofoil filled 
with jets ralher ihan the usual flaps. Turbulence in air 
flows wili be measured and the randomness in the flow 
transformed inlo acoustic waves. New "silent" rock drills 
will be on display while the hybrid computer will simul-
ate the prcdator-prey model of Ihe animal kingdom. The 
conlrol and stress analysis laboratories will feature their 
distinct research aclivilies while the solar energy display 
will contain several examples ofthe usefulness ofthis 
form of energy lo society. • 
electrical 
"The contribution of the University to social change' 
is the theme of Expo '75 and al the Electrical Engineer-
ing Department you will see examples of this. Tlie dep-
artment is actively Involved in research into communica 
tions, electronics, control, power and high voltage test-
ing. We have some of the latest equipment available ran-
ging from a facility for making miniature electronic cir-
cuits to giant transformers capable of producing a milli-
on volts for simulated lightning testing. 
In line with Ihe ihcmc of Expo, you will be able to set 
how wc will be communicating in Ihc future. Small fib-
res no thicker than a human hair can carry many thous-
ands of telephone conversations simullancuusly, or alt-
ernalivcly several T.V. channels, or bolh! All by Ihc use 
of lighl! Tills very wide band communication medium 
will allow every home of the future to have a videoph-
one and/or computer access terminal in place of the te-
lephone which is in use today. 
• Tlicre will be an audio Hi Fi display showing some of 
the latest equipment. YouMl see how il's icstcd, and you 
will be able lo ask questions about all the technical ter-
CE 
EVANGELICAL UNION 
1. THE SOCIETY 
As a body, E.U. has nothing to offer to the univcrs-
ily. The .same mighl be said of most ofits members as 
individuals. So often we have failed to realise Ihis, hav-
ing been too concerned about E.U. as a sociely, and 
not as a group of people trying lo be representative of 
.sometiiing impossible to represent, because impossible 
to duplicate: the once in a world time, down-to-earth 
person who was Jesus of Nazareth. We believe it is this 
person who has everything to offer the university, and 
accordingly oflcr him to you. 
That wc believe not only" in the existence of Jesus of 
Nazareth, but also that he was all he claimed lo be, marks 
us off from the rest of the university: quite frankly, wc 
believe in Ihc impossible, wc can affirm life, wc can ac-
cept its miracles. 
And yet we arc not separate fiom the rest of the uni-
versity: wc believe our gospel is universally applicable, 
that all people should examine its claims. Over 200 peo-
ple on this campus have exaniined the claims ol^  Jesus 
of Nazareth and have dared lo believe them. 
We welcome the fellowship of believers and contro-
versy with others. 
2. FESTIVAL ACTIVITIES 
Jesus Christ niakes great claims on the lives ofall of 
us - not jusl on.lhc lives of Christians. Wc believe these 
claims to be reasonable. If you disagree (Or sympathize!) 
come lo our bookstall (under the 'Crosspcacc* sign) and 
(vi) temper f loreat 
discuss them with us. Watch out too for our newspaper, 
which we have called Crosspeaoe - it's not just another 
Jesus mag, full of cartoons and'ctlches, but contains a 
series of articles on different concerns of the unWersity 
student. We have put forward what we consider are some 
reasonable arguments.... 
And speakiiig of arguments, don't forget to come to 
our debate with the humanists. Watch noticeboards and 
leaflets for details, or ask at our bookshop. D 
Rcss Clark 
, "And now number 8249 you have five minules to answer 
this question, "What is the meaning oflife." 
ENTOMOLOGY 
Duna beetle under Intensive training in preparation for Its starring 
role In Entomology's Expo-Uni Display. Don't miss itl 
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENTOMOLOGY 
Entomology is not, as many believe, the study of 
word origins (that's etymology), nor is it concerned 
with measuring skulls (that's anthropology), nor, indeed 
is entomology anything to do with protein chains or 
laundry detergents (that's enzymology). No, we ento-
mologists are concemed with those lowly, but abund-
ant, six-legged forms of animal life - the insects. 
The Entomology Department at the University of 
Queensland leads a rather schizoid existence in that it 
belongs to the Faculty of Science (wherein insects are 
accepted on their merits as animals) but the Department 
is housed with Ihe Faculty of Agriculture (wherein in-
sects musl stand and be counted as beneficial or delter-
ious). 
The Departmenl offers courses to students in both 
Faculties and these courses encompass most of the tra-
ditional "compartments" of pure biology, viz. taxonomy, 
morphology,,physiology, ecology, ethology and popular 
tion dynamics, always using, of course, insects as the ob-
ject of study. As well, courses are offered in certain ap-
plied topics peculiar to entomology, such as medical en-
tomology, pest control and pest management. These ap-
plied courses incorporate many principles derived from 
classical biology into methods aimed at alleviating the 
ravages of the few pest insect species which threaten the 
health, food resoutces, fibres and timber of mankind. 
THE ENTOMOLOGY DISPLAY 
The Expo-Uni 1975 Entomology Display is being 
held in Room 316 of the Hartley Teakle Agriculture 
Building (adjacent to the Agriculture Display). This ye-
ar the display will include many living insects in their 
natural environment togetherwiih beautiful, bizarre and 
exotic collections of world-wide insects. We will show a 
number of different insects engaged in their own chara-
cteristic activities. The insects will include those that 
are beneficial to man and those that are pests. 
Dung beetles which decrease fiy numbers and prev-
ent "pasture pollution" by disposing of cattle dung will 
be exhibited burying their dung balls. A bee hive, with 
a glass front, will illustrate bees communicating when 
they return from collecting food. The world's largest 
cockroaches, which come from coastal areas ofQueens-
land Including Cooloola, will be exhibited alive. 
In the manipulation of insects for man's advantage 
one must know how an insect works and this can be ach-
ieved by some elaborate,yet often simple, technkiues. 
This will be illustrated by such displays as1he method 
of hearing in locusts. 
A portion of the display will deal with the control of 
Insect pests. By means of eleclrophysiology we hope to 
show why certahi hisecticides kill insects. You will have 
the opportunity of testing insect repellents by a common 
and simple method. D , • 
E)CrERNAL STUDIES 
The Department of Extemal Studies directs the stud-
ies of certain categories of students who possess the nec-
essary academk qualifications and who wish to work to-
wards a degree in Arts, Commerce, Economics, Law, or 
Education, but who are unable to attend the Univeisity 
at St. Lucia. 
The Department assists exlernal students in four ways: 
a) It issues at regular intervals, usually weekly, 
lectures, study guides and reading lists, and it sets and 
corrects regular assignments and essays in most subjects. 
b) It circulates through the Thatcher Memorial 
Library, a branch ofthe University Library in Brisbane 
some 60,000 of the reference books necessary for the ex-
tensive and intensive reading needed to supplement the 
basic factual material supplied by the lecture notes. It has 
also established eight smaller reference libraries, the Rin-
grose Memorial Libraries, in various Queensland cities 
and towns, and the Amiet Memorial Library in Mackay. 
In addition, the Administrative College Library at Port 
Moresby and Darwin Community College Library prov-
ide a library service for external students in Papua New 
Guinea and Darwin, respectively. 
c) It conducts each year study schools at St Lucia, 
Port Moresby, and Darwin, consisting of lectures, tutor-
ial and seminar classes in many ofthe subjects offered ex-
ternally in that year. Attendance al the Darwin School 
is compulsory. 
d) It estabhshes tutorial classes in country centres 
where the numbers of students enrolled in a subject War-
rant it. Attendance at tutorials is compulsory. 
External Studies Centres have been established at the 
High Schools in Atherton, Bundaberg, Cairns, Gladstone, 
Gympie, Ingham, Innisfail, Mt lsa, Southport and War-
wick, at the Technical College in Ipswich and at separate 
University Centres in Mackay, Maryborough, Redcliffe, 
Rockhampton, Toowomba and Townsville, Enrolment 
forms and delails of courses may be obtained from the Of-
fice rs-ln-Charge al these Centres. 
Enrolment is open to the following categories of mat-
riculated students: 
a) Students resident in Queensland ou Iside Brisbane, 
and, for the time being, in Papua New Guinea and in 
the Northern Territory. 
b) Students in South-East Asia and the South Pac-
ific area who win Australian Correspondence Scholar-
ships and A.S.P.T.A.P. Correspondence Scholarships. 
c) Members of the Armed Services whose enrolments 
are supported by the appropriate Service Education 
authority. 
d) A person resident in another Australian slate or 
in the A.C.T. who has 
(i) graduated from the University ofQueensland 
(ii) obtained credit for 60 per cent of the course 
prior to becoming so resident 
(iii) been resident in Papua New Guinea and has re-
turned to Auslralia in consequence of the temi-
inalion of his employment by the government 
of that counlry. D 
ire at all vaguely interested in art. Th t^e lis also a Fuie 
Arts Society if you feel hispired to become moreinvol-
red. :' 
Expo Uni's theme is The ContribUtton of the. Uni-
versity to Social Change. The growth of Fine Arts does 
jlay a significant role in social change as it is encourag-
ng students to have a deeper knowledge, understanding 
md awareness of Art. Art was once a social function. 
Today the artist is alienated from the rest oTsociety in-
stead of being accepted as a functional member within 
society. Art has a place in everybody's lives and at least 
ly leaming about artists and tiying to understand why 
they have taken great pains to create their works is one 
slep towards acknowledging them as importanl human 
jeings, worthy of recognition. 
The Fine Arts Society has oiganised a display of the 
uture plans for the Fine Arts Deparlment along with 
iome Australian Paintings from the Darnell Art Collec-
lion and some photographs of Renaissance art. These 
ivill be shown in the Darnell Art Gallery, (firsl fioor of 
the Tower in the Forgan-Smith Building), along with a 
continuous projection of slides from the Modern cour-
se. . 
We hopelhat you wilt be inspired enough to pay a 
visit to our display. We'd love lo see you there D 
FRENCH 
FRENCH CLUB 
fine arts 
Are you aware that you can study Fine Arts at this 
University? 
At present, there arc two full year courses offered in 
the History of Fine Arts: Fine Arts and their Place in die 
Renaissance and Fine Arts in the Eariy Modern Period 
(1850-1920) as well as two new one semester courses: 
History of Photography - a 19th and 20tH Century Con-
text and Alberti and Durer. These new courses continue 
the plan lo build a comprehensive undergraduate and ev-
entual Honours programme. Next year (1976) Fine Arts 
will have its own deparlment and Gallery in the Tower 
of the Foigan-Smlth Building. Also the Department ho-
pes lo be able lo offer a full year course on The History 
of Australian Painting within the next couple of years. 
Fine'Arts courses examine what the artist has done 
and what he has thought on such lopics as politics, rel-
igion, as well as art, beauty, elc. We also contrast these id-
eas with those of art critics, civic leaders and the general 
public whenever possible. Aldiough the courses are quiie 
challenging, they are truly worthwhile studying if you 
The French Oub, now greatly revitalised, has made 
such progress since Expo last year. For the July Seme-
ster we are organising activities which include the visit 
of various speakers, social events such as soirees and 
wine and cheese lunch-hours, and of course various film 
sessions catering for a wide interest. 
Expo 75 will see students in a rehearsed reading of 
scenes from Beaumarchais' play The Marriage of Figaro 
(from which the opera was taken). This will be accom-
panies by a resume/commentary. Apart from the scre-
sning of various films we will also be holding a display/ 
sale of French posters. It is hoped that our French club 
r ' shirts will be available by then also. 
Friday nighl we are collaborating with the French 
department in the presentation of a special School's 
light. The program will commence at 7.30 p.m. and. 
fotate between the Abel Smith Lecture Theatre, room 
J9 (Forgan Smith Building) and room LG 16 (Social 
Sciences Building). This will include our presentation 
)f scenes from the Ma'rri^ e of Figaro, a shorl introdu-
:iory talk about life at uni, in the French department, 
vord games, an illustrated talk about France given by 
me of the students, a comic skit 'classroom situation' ' 
md the latest film on Paris. Posters will also be on dis-
play in the foyer of the Abel Smhh Lecture Theatre. 
See you there! D 
FRIDAY 23 
1 p.m. Play - scenes Irom Le Marfage de Figaro 
by Beaumarctiais . 
2.30 Films room 6L 
4.30 -Films room SL 
All day - poster display/sale In room 72 
(All above rooms are situated In the Forgan Smith Building). 
I=ILMS TO BE SHOWN 
— Department 66 (IZmlns.l 
U Corse 
(IS mlns.) 
Les Arclilves de la 
France 
(18 mlns) 
La Vallee de Lys (15 mins) 
24 Heures dans la 
Vie d'une Femme 
1968 Directed 
by D, Delouche 
Exploration du departement das 
Pyrenees Orientates. Hautes montagnes 
de 3.000 m Bords de mer -r Immensos 
forets — villages pitoresques — petites 
vines emalllees de souvenirs historlques 
Survol de la Corse en hellcoptere. Ses 
aspects economlques, agricolos, admln-
Istratifs et soclaux. Perspectives tour-
Istiques et d'avenir. 
Les Archives sont a la (ois la memoire 
de la Nation, et le lieu de rencontre en-
tre le document, le chercheur, i'historien 
et le grand public, ces deux themes sa 
ppursulvent et s'lntefpenetreni durant 
lout le lllm qui nous fait decouvrlr a la 
tois les Hotels et I'HIstorjque des Arch-
Ives de France. 
1^ vallee de .'Indre vue par Balzac dant 
"Le Lys dans l i Vallee" 
Adapted from the story t)y Stelan-Swelg 
During the 1914-18 wer, a woman ra-
Hvei an encounter with an attractive '. 
young man ala fasnionabia gambling . 
resort. 
temper florMt (vll) 
german 
GERSOC is not a new secret weapon, but the Univer-
sity of Queensland German Students' Society. Every 
student who takes a subject offered by the German De-
partment is entitled to membership. This year there are 
500 potential members of Gersoc, and most student act-
ivities in the department are m some way connected wilh 
the society. 
Membership is free and Gersoc is funded by the an-
nual Activities Grant from the Union. It is run by an el-
ected executive of students from all levels, is entirely in-
dependent ofthe German Department and free of any 
political affihations. 
The society aims to foster the appreciation of Ger-
man language and culture, and make the study of the 
language more interesting and realistic through course 
suggestions and extra-curricular activities. The students 
are more than adequately represented on the Consult-
ative Committee of the German Department. 
Activities organised by Gersoc include lunchhour 
"Kaffecklatsch"s where sludents, staff and German-spe-
akers can meet and talk German over coffee and biscuits 
The department choir, under the baton of Dr A. Cork-
hill, rehearses regularly with future performances of Ger-
man songs in mind. Mr R. Wissler directs the Drama group, 
which also meets weekly. These activities will culminate 
with performances in September, during German week. 
An annual Gersoc weekend camp on the Sunshine Coasl 
provides an opportunity for students to speak German 
over a longer period than is afforded in lectures and me-
etmgs. 
Expo for Gersoc will mean two days in which its me-
mbers can talk wilh students, school students and mem-
bers of the public about the Gennan Department and 
its courses in an informal atmosphere. On Friday 23 
May, al 1 p.m. in the German Department the drama 
group will present a programme of short pieces in Ger-
man. D 
GEOGRAPHY 
The particular aim of Geography is the spatial inter-
pretation of patterns and processes on the earth's surf-
ace. The Geography Department offers introductory 
and advanced level courses in all aspects of the subject. 
Geography may be studied as a major component of 
the'B.A., B. Comm., and B. Econ. degrees. Higher cour-
se work degrees which have a Geography component 
include M. Utt. Stud., M.U.S., and M. Reg. Sci. Geog-
raphers may be examined for the M.A. and Ph. D. by 
thesis. 
A PRESENTATION QF PROBLEM-SOLVING 
GEOGRAPHICAL STUDIES 
The Geography Department's display will be in the 
Audio-Visual Laboratory (Room BIO in the Social Sci-
ences Building). Maps, charts and instmments will be on 
view, and a scries of tape/slide programmes will illust-
rate tlie work ofthe modern geographer. 
The problem-solving aspect of geographic studies will 
form the central Uieme ofa series of audio-visual presen-
tations and cartographic displays. These will focus atten-
tion on the geographer's role in social and urban plann-
Ing and environmental survey and management. 
Active research in the Department will be illustrated 
by examples on atmospheric pollution, biogeographical 
surveying, cHmatological monitoring, computer mapp-
ing, planning of metropolitan regions, and thermal adap-
tation. D 
GEOLOGY 
CONTRIBUTION TO SOCIAL CHANGE 
"What possible social changes can geologists have in-
st^ated?" is a question that you have probably never 
asked yourself. 
That just goes to show that you walk around with 
your eyes closed! We live in a material world, with mat-
erial things closely interwoven with our social structu-
res. Early and modern intellectual developments have 
been intimately related to man's necessity to conquer 
the use ofa material commodity. Thus we see the em-
eigence of man in ages such as the slone age, bronze 
age, iron age and modern man. Each of the eras has 
seen man physically and intellectually contained and 
the escape from Uiat containment was his ability to 
solve a material problem. 
The geologist although not always known by such a 
fancy name, has been the supplier of man's raw mater-
ials in the beginning as well as now. Today, because of 
the pressures of greatly increasing populations, the nec-
essity for a contmued and stable supply of basic raw 
materials such as iron, aluminium and energy commod-
ities, puts the earth scientist under increasing pressure 
to utilise all of his technical know how to help to find 
new sources of tlie materials. The supply of raw mater-
ials ensures dial ultimately, all of the peoples of the 
earth can elevate their standards of living and social cha-
nges emerge with the changes in living standards. 
An indirect social change wrought by earth scientists 
is that of the consideration of die environment. Until 
the world began to realize that there was a fmite lunit 
to resources, exploitation occurred willy-nilly. Over the 
last decade, a greater awareness of the limit of all resou-
rces, has brought about a change of attitude of Ihe uses 
of raw materials on a world wide basis. There is nothir^ 
like a suggested new mining project to bring the environ-
mentalist out in everyone. 
It is also worth reflecting on the use of earth mater-
ials in our everyday life. Bricks, tiles, rock, cement, 
sand, gravel, very basic earth materials, but vital ones, 
dominate in our existence. Remember that they have to 
be found, exploited and utilised, and the earUi scientist 
is ever active to provide them. 
A fascinating display of earth materials can be seen 
in the Geology Department during Expo 75. Visit tlie 
display and reacquainl yourself with raw reality. D 
The Australia-Israel Committee (AIC) was establish-
ed this year in response to the anti-Israel campaign con-
ducted by AUS. Our aim however goes beyond the ex-
^encies of one political campaign, and it is our interest 
to actively contribute to a constructive dialogue on tbe 
MJddle-East. 
The conflict between Arabs and Jews is a tragic one 
in which there are no winners but only losers. We recog-
nize and endorse tlie righls ofall the adversaries in the 
confiict. It is facile to suppose that in Australia we can 
impose a solution on the Middle-East so rather we seek 
lo assert rights. Both the Arabs (and more particularly 
the Palestinians) and the Jews have rights, to national 
self-determination and sovereign states; Only when this 
is recognized by all sides in Ihe conflict can. there be 
any hope of reconciliation. 
We are a dialogue group. During Expo-Uni, we will 
have a table estabHshed wilh a selection of literature and 
someone who will be pleased to answer any questions or 
discuss any points which you would like to raise. We will 
also be showing free movies on the Mid-East in the Abel 
Smidi Lecture Hall at 2.00 p.m. on Friday, May 23. 
If you are interesled in world affairs come along and 
see us. D 
JAPANESE 
How to t d U to lOS.COO.OOO 
custoraers. 
The key to advanced 
technology 
A road to c u l t u m l 
enrlchecnt 
The bett My to get f u l l 
value :PO« travel t o an 
tKcltir.j arid accesa lb l e 
resort 
WHERE DOES AD AUSTRALIAN USE 
JAPA.1ESE? 
. in teaching la schools . tec>-nicjl 
technical c o l l e g e ! , un ivors i t i eB , 
colleftca of advanced education. 
. in eitport-ijsport buaineaa 
. in c f f l c e b of Japanese acenc irs 
«r Australian ( i r s s 
. in Foretgn Af fa i r s , Trade ( 
Industry, p^fence 
. in ^ourna,lifliii 
. at internat ional conferencat 
. in travel aKencies 
. in d i r e c t peraonal contact s in 
Australia and Japan 
THE HUMANIST SOCIETY 
The Queensland Humanist Society has frequent meet-
ings, lecture discussions and socials (459 Ann St., Brisbane) 
They offer a vast range of literature, for sale and on loan. 
The secretary who also conducts secular marriages or fun-
erals may be contacted at 90 1624 or by mail, P.O. Box 
2041, GJ'.O., Brisbane, 4001. 
There is a National Council of Australian Humanist 
Societies, P.O. Box 1 Kensington and a branch in every 
state capital. The International headquarters is'in Hol-
land Oudegracht, 152Wreclit. 
You can join U.Q.H.S. for a token $1 per annum 
which entitles you to a monthly social, or fortnightly 
discussion group and access to the library. 
Any enquiries -
Contact, Max Potters (President), 71 1197 (7 • 9 am 
anyday) Expo Display - Union Forum Area. D 
Rhubarb rhubarb Blah blah blah blah rhubarb! 
EXPO JAPAN PROGRAMME 
(Expo Uni activities of (he Japanese Society) 
The Japanese Society consisting of students of Japan-
ese at the University ofQueensland will present as its 
part in 'Expo Uni, an afternoon concert in the Abel 
Smith Lecture Theatre. Included in the presentation, 
will be lea ceremony, traditional singing, conlributions 
by higli schools and a Kimono Mannequin Parade. 
It will be held on Saturday 24lh May from 2.00 p.m. 
- 5 . 0 0 p.m. 
Tlie Japanese Deparlment also has a programme plan-
ned for both Friday and Saturday of Expo Uni. Displays 
will be on show in Rooms I4D and 17D of the Forgan-
Smith Building. Demonstrations of calligraphy, tea cere-
mony and Language Laboralory use will also be given 
during the day. Enquiries should be direcied to the Jap-
anese Department Secretary, Forgan-Smith Building. D 
(vlll) MmfMr (lorMt 
Friday 23 May 
JAPANESE 
9.30 CaMlgraphy 
10.15 Language L^b 
Teaching 
11.00 
-1.00 Tea ceremony 
Practice 
Demonstration 
2.00 Language Lab 
Teaching 
3:00 Calligraphy 
4.00 Film 
Screening 
"Invitation to 
Japan 
Saturday 24 May 
JAPANESE 
9.30 Calligraphy 
10.15 
-12.15 
Room 140 
Room 49 
Lan Lab A 
Agricultural 
Building 
Room 613 
Room 49 
l_an Lab A 
Room 14D 
Room 49 
Ijin Lab A 
Tea cerorrioriy 
Practice 
Room14D 
Agricultural 
Building 
613 
2.00 
-5,00 
S.30 
Japanese 
Society Expo 
Programme 
iVIuslcal show 
(Uni & High 
School) 
Fashion show 
Lecture and 
dentonstratlon on 
cha-no-yu 
Flower arrangement 
Japanese green tea 
may be served 
Abel Smith 
Theatre 
CHINESE 
Room 7 
9-5.00 
Display 
Book 
show 
Brush 
writing 
Art show 
Tea 
Music 
Students' 
work 
Slides 
CHINESE 
Room 7 
9 - 5.00 
Display 
Book 
show 
Brush 
writing 
Art show 
Music 
Tea 
Students' 
works 
Slides 
Place: Forgan Smith Building 14D and 17D and olher 
places indicated on progranimc. 
WE 
ENCOURAGE 
STUDENTS 
TO 
TAKE 
THE LAW 
INTO 
THEIR OWN 
HANDS... 
All other 
things being 
equal — 
LAW 
Society exists within a framework of rules which regu-
late the relationships between indivklual members of that 
society, and between individuals and society in general 
(the State). These important rules are known as laws. 
Tlie rules needed to regulate the complex developed 
sociely in which we live are many and varied. There arc 
rules which relate to individual conduct: 
(a) rules forbidding types of behaviour under pen-
. alty,e«;.CW/nina/X.aw . . 
JOURNALISM 
JOURNALISM DEPARTMENT 
A course oriented more towards practical experience 
and tutorial discussion goes far closer to the true nature 
of journalism than traditional academil^pproaches. 
Sludents may nominate the field of their particular 
interest - radio, television, magazine or newspaper; and 
these aspects.are instructed by practising journalists 
(Hugh Lunn, 'Australian' and Howard Sacre, Channel 0 , 
and a specialist in radio, Phil Hunt from 4BK). Technical 
facilities for all these areas are available through the 
journalism deparlment or "through other university dep-
arltnenls. Students are encouraged to research and pre-
pare material (as do professional journalists) with a view 
towards publiealion; many students have already had 
articles published. 
Though journalism apparently implies the obvious, 
students soon become involved in nlany differing aspects 
of the media and its relation lo society. In this way slud-
cnl journalists may experience a taste of politics, sociol-
ogy, history or english - or absolutely anything, depen-
ding on choice of assignment lopics and discussion in 
tutorials. A critical and objective approach is encoura-
ged in all subjects approached. D 
I^:^v.,.-:^.gca(j6j; 
Blair Roots (L) and lan Reen (R) observe editing of Iheir 16 mm 
feature film by Channel O film editor. 
Phoio: iviax Blenkin 
Ron Koiiat interviewing Annabelle Miller about her magazine. 
Photo: Max Blenkin 
Chris Nash talks to 
L. to R. Sharon Carmichael, Howard Sacre of Channel O News 
and Blair Rools about the television course. 
(b) rules requiring persons lo compensate others 
for physical or financial injuries e.g. Torts 
(c) rules specifying procedures to confer rights or 
• create obligations e.g. Contract; 
and rules which regulate the syslem in which the above 
rules operate 
(a) rules regulating the creation and operation of 
the courts, the inslitutions which determine 
the applicability of laws lo particular fact sit-
uations and fix penalties or compensation for 
breaches of the law; 
(b) rules regulating the functioning of Parliament, 
the body able to make new laws and repeal un-
needed laws, 
This complex of rules is die raw material for the leach-
ing and research functions ofthe Departmenl of Uw.The 
leaching role is primarily concerned with exposition of 
the present law and the developmeni of skills which will 
enable sludents to utilise their legal knowledge, but, 
where appropriate, attention is drawn lo deficiencies or 
anomalies within the presenl.legal system and lo altern-
ative systems of social regulation. Research within.the 
Department is directed towards problem areas of the law." 
with a view either to enunciating principles which under-
iy areas of the law or lo suggesting amendments to the 
law. 
The Law School lias two component parts -• the De-
parlment of Law and the Faculty of Law. The Faculty 
exercises a general conlrol over jaw sludenis - entry re-
quirements, approval of enrolments and exclusions • 
law courses and law degrees - LL.B., LLM., (by thesis 
or coursework) and LL.D. 
Potential laW students wisliing to oblain further info-
rmation about law courses should collect an advice sheet 
from the Law School Office (Room 102, Forgan Smith 
Building). The office will arrange consultations wilh Fac-
ulty Officers for students with specific matriculation, 
enrolment or course planning problems. D 
LAW SEMINAR 
At 3 p.m. (23 May) in the Abel Smith Lecture 
Theatre the .University of Queendand Law Society 
(U.Q.LS.) will hold a seminar entitled: "Being a 
Law Student". 
The aim of the seminar is to help students to dec-
kle whether they should do Law and if so whether they 
should do it at the University. Speakers will be.R. 
Byron (Lecturer), David Meredith and UBoccabclla 
(students) 
MICROBIOLOGY 
As the name implies, microbiology is concerned with 
the study of living organisms that are microscopic in 
size and therefore not visible to the naked eye. These in-
clude all bacteria, viruses and protozoa, many fungi and 
also some animals. Microorganisms are of importance as 
the agents of disease in man, domestic animals, and pla-
nts, and as the cause of deterioration of stored food, pla-
stics and paintwork, and natural materials such as wood 
ami cotton. Microbes are beneficial in food production 
(bread, cheese, butler, beer, wine, etc.) and the microb-
ial cycling of elements (e.g. N,C and S) essential to the 
maintenance of soil fertility and life on earth. 
Microbial aclivilies have diverse effccls in such fields 
as medicine, sanitation engineering, veterinary and agri-
cultural science, chemical engineering.and the food in-
dustry. Ease of cultivation in bulk and rapid growth rate 
are factors which make microoigariisms ideal models,for 
basip studies on cell ultrastructurc, biochemistry and 
genetics. The diversity of the applied aspects ofthe dis-
cipline is reflected in the range of courses provided by 
the Department for students in the faculties of Science, 
Agricultural SciehciBjMcdicineand Engineering; 
i^  
semper fioreat (Ix) 
A display in the ground floor laboratories of die De-
partment of Microbiology will focus on Antibiotics and 
Chemotherapy, a topic relevant to the theme of Expo 
75 in view ofthe fact that the advent of antibiotic and 
other forms of chemoUierapy during die past thirty ye-
ars has not only led to major changes in the treatment 
of infectious disease but also, indirectly, to social chan-
ge. Displays will feature die discovery and history of 
antibiotics and antibiotic-producmg microorganisms; 
dicir large-scale production, chemical stmcture, clini-
cal use, laboratory assay and mode of action; uses m 
the food industry and in agriculture. Problems involv-
ed in die use of antibiotics in vivo; including the grow-
ing problem of multiple drug resistance, will be illustra-
ted, as well as recent developments in antiviral chemo-
therapy. It is hoped that the following films will be avail-
able to be shown m the seminar room (room 207): VD 
Attack Plan;The Griseofulvin Story; Terramycin; and 
Antibiotic from the Sea. D 
mining ard 
metallurgy 
The tools of social change arethe material needs of 
man, and they must be met from what we grow and 
vk^ iat we mine. There are no other sources for them. The 
wise, long-term development of our vast muieral resour-
ces is a primary responsiblity of Australia's minuig engi-
neers, metallurgical engineers and metallurgisls. We, in 
die Department of Mining and Metallur^cal Engineering 
recognise and accept Uiis responsiblity. 
Our courses are wide and varied, ranging from die 
fundamental science of materials, through the complex 
technologies ofthe mining and extracting of metals and 
minerals from die earth, to the economics and planning 
of raw material resource management. Although the 
prospects are immense, our student numbers are relati-
vely small but this allows close student/staff contact, 
with attendant advantages for the student. 
1975 marks the 25th anniversary of the formation of 
the Department of Minuig and Metallurgical En^neering. 
We invite you to join us in our celebrations and visit the 
displays and laboratories in our building in Engineering 
Road West on die St Lucia campus. We also have an ex-
perimental mine in Indooroopilly which will stage an Op-
en Day on Saturday, September 13Ui. Make a note of the 
date and come lo both displays to see what mineral re-
source development is all about. 
DISPLAYS 
Where it comes from. Displays and working models 
demonstrate a variety of mining operations and techni-
ques. Wc shall be screening a film of the University's own 
experimental mine made by the Australian Information 
Service. 
Try your hand as a prospector. You can become a gold 
panner - expert tuition is provided. 
Chemistry at Woric. See pure copper being produced by 
the "ccmentalion process". The University has taken out 
patents on a new cementation, process invented in the De-
partment. 
Casting. Spectacular display of metal casting. See your 
own commemorative ash tray being cast. All profiis from 
the sale go to charity. 
Stresses and Strains. See how materials behave under 
stress. , „ ^ , 
Failure! Why do materials fracture and break? Our sleu-
ths will let you into some of the secrets. 
Bits and Pieces. Marvel at the multitude of materials 
thai go inlo every day products. 
Jobs for Boys and Girls. Vacancies in mining and in 
metallurgy which you could fill. 
Come and see us - you can be sure ofa traditionally 
friendly welcome. D 
cultural night 
orgnnlscd by llic Overseas SluJeiils Service (O.S.S.I 
md Malaysian SiiidciKsOisanisatluii (M.S.O.) 
JIMI Overseas Sludenis 
PLACE: Maytic Hall 
DATE: 30M.iyl975 
TIME; 7.30 p.m, 
TICKETS: Awiiol)lc al WM Uniu" Omcc. and Union Calculalur S)io| 
PRICE: ' Adults.SI.SO 
Sludenis. ROc 
WHAT'S 
AVAILABLE: 1. Variety sliow of more than 10 cultures 
2. Exolic Malaysian linlil supixf. 
Students become acquainted with Renaissance InstrunrMnts as 
part of their history studies. 
Music 
The University Music Department offers courses both 
for those wishing to become professional musicians and 
for those wishing to include music as part of a liberal arts 
course. Those who wish to become professional musicians 
will find the Bachelor of Music course, with its substant-
ial concentration on practical work, appropriate to their 
needs. Alternatively, those whose interests are mainly in 
the fields of music history and musicianship will probab-
ly prefer the Bachelor of Arts course. 
Bachelor of Arts students are not given individual in-
struction in vocal or instrumental skills but are encoura-
ged to participate in the ensemble work of the Depart-
ment. Both B. Mus, and B.A. courses can be taken lo hon-
ours level and subsequ*intly lo higher degrees, and bolh 
courses can include such subjects as languages, history, 
fine arts or education. 
Queensland University graduates in music have achie-
ved success as teachers, performers and composers both 
m Australia and overseas. There are good opportunities 
for class teachers and instrumentalists ui bolh private and 
stale schools in Queensland and in other States. There arc 
also openings for music administrators, librarians, music 
critics, orchestral players. The field of private teaching 
attracts some graduates. 
The Music Library is one of the finest of ils kind in 
Australia. The Department of Music also has a good col-
lection of musical instruments from various periods and 
cultures. D 
In the Music Department's teaching rooms on Friday May 23 
students will be able to see the following activities: 
9.00 -11 .00 a.m. Students rehearsing in Chamber IVtusic and 
Accompanying Class (Rooms B13 and 814 
basement J.D. Story Administration Build-
ing.) 
Practical Class In Room B14. Students pre-
sent a program of individual porformflnee 
Items —both vocal and Instrumontat. 
Display of musical instruments held in the 
Department. These include a harpsichord, 
clavichord, consort of viols, crumhorns and 
recorders, and Indigenous instruments from 
China, Japan, New Guinea and Australia. 
Rare and (ntereiting books and musical 
scores will also bo on display. Room B13. 
Display of electronic music Instruments 
and discussion on methods of operating 
these, led by Dr Colin Brumby (Room G19 
ground floor, J.D. Story Bldg.) 
Harpsichord Recital by Dr Robert Huostis. 
Harpsichord and clavichord Music of leth 
-18th centuries In Spain and Portugal. 
(Room 813 , J.D. Story Building.) 
2.00 - 2.30 p.m. Showing of film on contemporary music 
and . m the classroom. (Room B13, J.D. Story 
3.00 - 3.30 p.m. Story Building). 
11.00-12.30 p.m. 
11.00-4.30 p.m. 
11.30-1.30 p.m. 
1.00 - 2.00 p.m. 
OVERSEAS STUDENT SER VICE 
The Overseas Student Service in conjunction with the 
Malaysian Student Organisation will be presenting the 
hitemational Cultural Night on Friday 30 May. 
After a very popular response to last year's Internat-
ional Night, in Abel Smith Lecture Tiieatre, it will be 
now held at the Mayne Hall. 
The Night will include performances from groups of 
several different countries and provides a chance for Aus-
tralians to get a glimpse of these various cultures. 
The cosl for admission is Sl .50 and 80 cents for stud-
ents. This includes a Malaysian supper. The curtain goes 
up at 7.30 p.m. D 
PARASITOLOGY . 
For convenience, the display by the Department of 
Parasitology, which teaches in the Faculties of Medicine 
Veterinary Science and Agriculture, is included in that of 
the Faculty of Veterinary Science. 
Parasitology comprises the study of parasitic animals 
ofthe diseases that some cause in their hosts, and ofthe 
nature and biteractions ofthe host-parasite relationship. 
Parasitologists are interested in the morphology and life 
cycles of parasites, in the disease processes ofthe infec-
tions and their cure, and in the immunological aspects of 
tiie infections. The field of study ranges from the basic 
(or pure) to the applied, and in it zoologists, ecologists, 
agriculturalists, veterinarians, medical men, pathologists . 
and immunologists meet together in research and teach-
ing. 
Science students who intend to major in Parasitology 
should keep in mind the range and the interdisciplinary 
nature of the subject. No specific combination of subj-
ects is recommended lo such students, but they are ad-
vised lo plan their course so that they will also be well 
versed in zoology. Other biological subjects which may 
be appropriate, depending on the interests of the stud-
ent, are entomology, histology, microbiology, physiol-
ogy and biochemistry. D 
PHYSICS 
2a. 
3. 
3a. 
PHYSICS DEPARTMENT 
This year (1 have been told) the theme for Uni-Expo 
is "The University's role in changing society". Accord-
ingly we in the Physics department are putting on the 
same displays as last year. But if you came last year and 
think "Why go again?" we would answer "Because if 
you don't we'll all be stood around looking foohsh!" 
Which is just what we'll be doing anyway, but be that as 
it may. Honestly though, the main reason our displays in 
the past have seemed boring is because of YOU! We are 
the ones who set up, run, stand next to and later disman-
tle the displays; it's up to you to make them interesting. 
"How", you ask, "can this mammoth lask be achieved?" 
Well, here is what yo u do: -
1. You come to the displays. 
2. You look around until you find one that is op-
crating 
If you find one not operalingask someone "Why 
not?" 
Find a likely looking Physics student. 
They are easy lo recognize, they will either be 
laughing, crying, playing cards or silting beh-
ind a bench looking asleep. If the latter is the 
case don't wake h''n/her up - wc need our . 
sleep! 
4. Ask him/her a question; any question • e.g. why 
isitcallelaCRO(w)? 
How much would a 10 kilowatt CO2 lazcr cosl? 
What is your name? (Careful wilh that one) 
Who was President of Uganda in 1823? 
Did you really mean what you said on Monday 
3/3/752 (If not let me know). 
5. You arc bound to get an interesting answer. If 
all else fails ask for Paul and gel him to tell you 
the joke about the man with the banana in his 
ear. 
But seriously ihough folks this year's displays should 
be veiy good and definitely worlh.secing. If you come 
you will be able tor-
Marvel al Ihc performing CRO(w) 
Be yellbound by the ghost lighl 
Thrill lo the excitement of a luniir landing wilh Ihe 
"Plotter" 
Be astounded by Ihe radiator demonstrator 
Be informed by the lectures 
Puzzle for hours over the Logic Box 
And go blind al the laser display 
It's a once in a lifetime experience. There will never 
be another one like ill Come on, come all. Tell your fri-
ends lo come, we did. To the amazing, aslounding, terri-
fic, fantastic, 's wonderful, 's marvellous, bewitched , 
bothered and bewildered etc., clc. D 
um 
andthe 
union calculator sh • t 
REFECTORY DISPLAY 
23-24 May 75 
HEWLETT LnOl PACKARD w 
HP 21 
HP 35 
HP 45 
HP 55 
HP 65 
HP 70 
HP 80 
113.00 
171.00 
213.00 
342.00 
722.00 
237.00 
342.00 
Also on display are the HP 9800 series miiii-
computers, testing instruments including osci-
lloscopes, and the 3 ^ figure digital multintet-
er probes. 
Caiioii 
F7 
F5 
LE81M 
LE84 
LESS 
KCYIK 
Mathematician 
Financier 
Statistician 
Scientist 
Model 650 
850 
823 T 
823 R 
820 
$62 
$80 
$80 
$80 
$9.80 
$15.50 
$23.00 
$31.00 
$21.00 
SHOP DISPLAY 
EVERYDAY 
18" COLOUR TV 
lOMT $599 
^WQ $ 535 
HI Fl SPECIALS 
NOW AT THE UNION CALCULATOR SHOP 
HI FI AT THE LOWEST PRICES 
SANYO COLEX 
SANYO CX 8105 
CZ 2171 
44.00 
100.00 
COLEX 
ESR 8 
CASIO 
Mini printer 
$69 
^KENWOOD 
AKAI SONY 
The very real sound experience / IIV—^ _ ^ „ 
riTTi n l-H<w-»F=^ 
m icrac 
HI FI HINTS No. 2 
on amplifier distortion has been deferred 
until the next Semper. 
Queensland's only specialist in 
calculators for Education. 
UNION CALCULATOR SHOP 
Located in the Union Shoppihg Arcade 
OPEPi-
MONDAY • THURSDAY 9^  AM - 7 PM 
FRIDAY 9AM.5RM 
Tel. 70 9817 or 711611 
Mmper rjor«st (xl) 
physiotherapy 
INTRODUCTION TQ THE DEPARTMENT 
Physiotherapy forms part of the total medical care of 
patients of all ages suffering from a wide variety of disa-
bilities, in hospitals, special institutions, community heal-
th centres, or in their own home. Practice of its princlp-
les also helps in prevention of injuries and postural prob-
lems at work, home, school, or duruig recreational activ-
ities. 
Many skills and management procedures are used by 
the physiolherapist in her assessment and ireatment pro-
grammes and these have developed from the study and 
understanding of the structure, funclion and behaviour 
of man in health and in disease. Methods of treatment " 
used in Physiotherapy include the use of. carefully plan-
ned movements, remedial exercises of many kinds, elec-
trical treatments, scientific massage, heat, cold and water 
applications, in addhion lo the use of specific tests and 
measurements. 
The University ofQueensland, in its two courses of 
study leading to the Degree of Bachelor of Physiothera-
py, attempts to prepare the student for a wide role, in-
cluding not only that of treating the disabled but also 
one which embraces specialist services in research, ad-
visory and consuUative capacities. 
Details of the courses offered are available al the De-
parlment of Physiotherapy, Therapies Building, Univer-
sity ofQueensland. D 
THE PHYSIOTHERAPIST AND SOCIAL 
CHANGE 
Because community demands vary over the passage 
of time, the role of the physiotherapist changes or ex-
pands to meet the current trends, while the methods 
used by the physiotherapist are modified in the light of 
new knowledge in medical areas. 
Due to social changes, the physiotherapist's role in 
the rehabilitation field is expanding and covers a wide 
spectrum of ages and disabilities. An increasing invol-
vement with children follows Ihe recognition ofthe 
imporlance of early detection of childhood problems, 
while the ever increasing frequency of road accidents 
results in larger numbers ofyoung people with head 
and spinal injuries requiring rehabilitation. Improved 
medical care has led to an increase in life expectancy 
and to an associated increase in the number of elderly 
suffering from disabilities. 
With the popularity of body contact sports, the num-
ber of injuries sustained has grown lo the poinl where 
the management and prevention of sports injuries can be 
a physiotherapy specialty. 
While Ihe physiotherapist is concerned wilh treat-
ment of disabilities, she is also actively involved in the 
prevention of injury, whether in industry, in the home 
at school or during recreation. Modern living and work 
practices have led to a change in the demands placed 
on the body and physiotherapists have accepted the chal-
lenge to analyse and niodily poleniially detrimental work 
situations. 
PHARMACY 
INTRODUCTION TO DEPARTMENT 
The Pharmacy Department provkles undergraduate 
courses for students enrolled in the B.Sc and B. Pharm. 
degrees and also post-graduate courses leading to B. 
Pharm. (Hons), M. Phann., and Ph. D. 
The professional pharmacist requires a broad scien-
tific knowledge. 
The Pharmacy Department provides this education 
by combining physical and biological science into a 
.three year undergraduate course. The department mak-
es provision for leaching and research in -
Pharmaceutics 
Biopharmacy 
Pharmaceutical Technology 
Pharmaceutical Microbiology 
Pharmaceutical Chemistry 
Pharmacognosy. > 
Active research is encountered within these discip-
lines. 
The Pharmacy Department is situated in the Steele 
Building, First Floor. 
THE DISPLAYS 
This year, our display for Expo Uni takes on a diff-
erent face lo previous years. The display is developed 
along four main lines • Careers in Pharmacy; Drug 
Abuse - of both illegal and legally prescribed drugs; 
Drug developmeni • from start to finished product; 
• The history of Pharmacy - an interesting and hilar-
ious look at the past. 
All displays can be found on ihc first floor of the 
Steele (Old Chemislry Building) in the Pharmacy Dep-
artment. D 
DRIPti cv 
"These cost critics don't seem to realise the amount of research behind modern drugs!" 
Q.S.T.U. 
PSYCHOLOGY 
PSYCHOLOGY AND SOCIAL CHANGE 
Psychology and social change? - social change comes 
about because people, uidiyidually, change in the way 
they think and behave. People change when the old way 
ofdoing things doesn't work as well any more. And psy-
chology is the study of behaviour: why and how people 
do what they do, and when and why they do it in a dif-
ferent way. 
There are nearly 40 full-time members ofthe leach-
ing slaff in the Department of Psychology. Each of Ihem 
is interested in some aspect of the way people behave 
(and, in some cases, the way animals behave). Each of 
them is involved in research, and in teaching within the 
wide leaching programme of the department. First-year 
students within the departmenl gain a broad overview 
of the major fields of psychology; and in second and 
third years, stiidents choose from a wide range of special-
ised subjects. The department also offers an Honours pro-
gramme at fourth year level, course-work Masters deg-
rees (in Organizational or Community Psychology) and 
research degrees al Masters or Doctoral level. 
Behaviour is a diverse topic, and the subjects offered 
within Ihe Department reflect this diversity: perception, 
information processing, child developmeni, hypnosis, 
psychopalhology, personality assessment, counselling... 
The sludents are as diverse. Some of ihem iniend to work 
as psychologists, perhaps in education, industry or men-
tal heallh. Many others realize that a knowledge of beha-
viour is useful in many fields ofcmploymenl, particular-
ly in the helping professions, in social research, or in man-
agement. 
The psychology display al Expo 75 shows the same 
diversity. You'll be able to measure your reaction time, 
or your galvanic skin response (and indication of your 
truthfulness, perhaps). Other exhibits will show you dif-
ferent visual illusions and effects. And there will be dis-
plays using chibkens, slot cars, and information on sex 
counselling. Come along, and find oul a bit,more about 
yourself and your fellow man and woman. D 
isoTSosa^-cofJscous 
1 oiw/Ti^ ow(iJHAr*roDo., 
r. o'sheo. 
Quecnsland Univcrsily of Studcni Teachers was for-
med laic last year asa response to the pay issue that slu-
dcnl teachers were involved in around budget lime. Thr-
ough this issue people began lo raise many other prob-
lems associated wilh student leaching - especially the 
bond situation. 
Over SOO people al llie University are holders of bon-
ded scholarships and many more will be considering ihc 
Dip. Ed course at Ihe end of their degree. For these peo-
ple to become effective in iheir job Ihey must become 
aware of the ideals, issues and problems thai their cour-
ses are centred around. Quesliojisof studeni iDfluencc 
in education courses, the right of sludents under Ihe 
bond, Ihe possibility of change in course slruclurc shou-
ld concern all those on bonds, hi Ihe wider field of sec-
ondary education issues of sludcnt and teachers' righls 
curriculum and course contenl, relevancy of courses 
and the ideal of teacher 'subjectivity' must be discus-
sed and investigated. 
As a newly formed group wc do noi have Ihe orKan-
ization lu initiate greal plans for change (no matter how 
much we see it as needed) but wc have opened a dia-
logue with the Education Dcparlment and have begun 
arrangements lo have different speakers address us as 
a group. We hope that a scries of discussion groups lo 
be held on the last Tuesday of every month will ena-
ble the group lu become well-informed, cohesive and 
more prepared for active participation in student tea-
ching Iraining and education in general. 
Sludcnl teachers have not been organized as a group 
before, but now, as education is becoming such a focal 
poinl in society, it is vital that we arc able lo partake 
in the discussion. Only social action at a group level, will 
give sludcnl teachers an effective voice.'-, 
We welcome anyone who is interested in Ihis field, 
and ask you to contact us through the Union Office or 
look out for our publications at Ihc beginning ofthe 
next semester, when our discussion serie^ will begin O 
(xH) semi>»r Iloreat 
1971 
speech therapy 
The Department of Speech and Hearing is a Univer-
sity department within the Faculty of Medicine. The 
Department was established in 1962 as the Department 
of Speech TTierapy. As one of (he "youngest" Uniwrsity 
Departments, development bas been rapid. As well as 
the Undergraduate degree (Bachelor of Speech Therapy) 
an Honours course and a Masters (Research) degree are 
now available. 
The subjects taken in Ihe Undergraduate degree are: 
First year: Anatomy for Speech Therapy 
Linguistics 1 
Psychology I A, IB and IC 
Speech Pathology and Therapeutics 1 
Second year; Psychology II 
Introductory Systematic Physiology 
Neurophysiology 
Advanced Linguistics or Medical 
Sociology 
Speech Pathology and Therapeutics H 
Third year: Audiology 
Language Learning Disorders 
Medical Specialties-
Psychology III 
Speech Pathology and Therapeutics III 
Graduates are employed as Speech Puthologisis in Hos-
pitals, Cerebral Palsy Centres, Geriatric Units, Subnormal 
Children's Cenlres, Rehabilitation Centres, Education De-
parlmenl Clinics, and in the newly developing Communi-
ty Heallh Centres. 
Ideally the Speech Pathologist is a member of a hab-
ilitation or rehabilitation team. The Speech Pathologist 
is responsible for diagnosis, treatmenl, and educational 
rehabilitation or employment placement, in collaboration 
wilh olher professionals involved. 
The Speech Pathologist's case load includes children 
wilh devclopmcnial disorders of speech and language, 
child, adolescent, and adult stutterers, adults or children 
who have voice problems, children wilh cleft palates, {he 
hard of hearing, and uphasics (those who have lost the ab-
ility to use language because of damage lo the central 
nervous system). 
While students are kcpl occupied by Ihe academic 
programme, which is accompanied by clinical.practice, 
they still find time to take part in the social life ofthe 
Univcrsily. Some, loo, hold executive positions in slud-
cnt organisations. Inieraciton with other sludenis is wel-
comed both professionally and socially. 
In spite of being so busy. Speech Therapy sludents 
are a happy group, pursuing Ihc goal of becoming Speech 
Pathologists while enjoying University life as much as 
possible. D 
SOCIAL WORK 
SOCIAL WORK DEPARTMENT DISPLAY 
The display is mounted in the foyer ofthe undergrad-
uate library and combines work of students and staff. 
For some students their efforis arc part of course studies 
and represent the widening impact of education through 
doing. 
The display allempls to follow with static and A.V. 
material three major themes: The AuslraHan Assistance 
Plan, what it means and Social Work's contribution, the 
elaboration of training methods and courses within the 
department and a brief survey of student and departme-
nlal research. 
Particular audio-visual replays will be given and del-
ails will be shown of screening times. Students who have 
participated in these will'be available to discuss in det-
ail the aims und particular aspects of these studies. D 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL WORK 
BRIEF HISTORY 
1956 Deparlment begins under late Hazel Smith. In-
take of 4 students into then Diploma of Social 
Studies. 
1957 liiiroduclion of Australia's first degree of Bach-
elor of Social Studies. 
1966 Becomes a separate department within Faculty 
of Education. Twenty graduates. 
1967 Thirty-eight graduates. 
1968 Quota introduced. 
1969 Degree becomes Bachelor of .Social Work. Forty-
Hyc graduates.. 
1970 Death of Head of Department. Fifty-five gradu-
ates.' 
1973 
1974 
1975 
Mr Halliwell, Acting Head of Departmenl. Grad-
uates total 66. 
Professor Chamberlain appointed Head of Dc-
parlmenl. Forty-one graduates. 
Diploma in Social Planning introduced at post 
graduate level. Fifly-nine graduates. 
Introduction of quota at first year level with-
120 students. Mr Pavlin appointed Reader. Cou-
rse work Master's Degree offered. Departmenl 
approved as Faculty of Social Work. 
The Department of Social Work offers two courses 
leading to the Bachelor of Social Work degree: a 4 year 
undcr-graduate course and a 2 year post-graduate course. 
Both courses require extensive training in Held work pla-
cements. Students gain basic knowledge of interpersonal 
helping, group work and community work skills. At fin-
al year level options of areas of study are available. These 
are determined by communiiy need and studeni response. 
This year sees the offering of Community Work, Child 
and Family Welfare, Black Studies, Poverty, Women's 
studies, Heallh and Education. 
Training methods give emphasis to student participa-
tion in course planning and evaluation. Emphasis is giv- , 
en lo examination of systems operating within society 
and social action is encouraged. Field placements and 
areas of study give insight and opportunity for action 
for change. 
The DeparlmeiU at all levels is involved in research. 
Research lopics arTrelaled to the main research project 
on Social Resources and Human Needs in Queensland. 
Currcntiy. a major study is being undertaken relating to 
the social and psychological effects of mass disaster (the 
Queensland floods and the Danvin cyclone) and the or-
ganisation of welfare services in the aftermath of disas-
ter. 
speleological 
society 
speleology can be defined as Ihe "ology" that deals 
wilh the sludy of caves and the cave environment. In 
practice ihe society's activities in the scientific aspects 
are thoroughly mixed in wilh the sporting side in that 
caves are (losoine) a simply glorious, obstacle course 
to move about in, and the simple joys of camping in 
the bush. 
Most of the society's efforis are stimulated and/or 
dissapaled in conservalion battles, stemming from the 
silualion where caves are extremely rare by world sta-
ndards in the area that can be reached from Brisbane. 
And in this area all the significant cave areas arc thre-
atened. Tlie Texas Caves arc to be fiooded by an irri-
gation dam and the Queensland and NSW governments 
refuse lo be swayed by economic or environmental 
arguments of such projects, while mining continues 
in the Mt Etna area, conlinues to be quarried to sup-
ply a dubious cement works. No olher environment 
is suffering such complete devastation. 
The most serious ecological consequence of losing 
these areas is the probable loss of bat colonies that 
are dependent on these caves. Traditional breeding si-
tes are protected in all other stales, and the colonies 
here are larger than usual because of the lack of suit-
able maternity sites. Wrecking Ihem is perhaps Ihe best 
chance of collapsing Ihe ecosystem we live off, al one 
hit. D 
Town Planning 
I was asked lo wrile a few notes as an introduction 
lo this dcparlment. "Of course", said I enthusiastically. 
Hours later, wilh a mountain of screwed up papeKballs 
1 realized it was no simple mailer. 1 mean how can you 
explain in a few words wTiat the Town Planning course 
involves. We've learnt a bit about law, a scrap of niallis, 
some economics, sociology, something about trees, 
roads, geography, the environment, government, arl, 
the procedure at meetings, lettering, llie history of to-
wns, public participation etc. It may sound like a fini-
shing school and basically it is since the aim is lo prod-
uce a Ihinking, critical, widely-read individual who wo-
uld be a n involved and interested member of the pub-
lic. 
The awareness of Ihe necessity for planning has in-
creased significantly in the last decade in Australia. Wilh 
besl-sellers like Future Shodc and The Population Bomb 
and the realization ofthe importance of the conserva-
tion of our forests, lakes and islands, people are deman-
ding lo know more about "whal goes on around them." 
If people will continue lo be involved with these social 
and environmental issues and planners remember that 
ihey, loo, are members of this public, rather then, plan-
ning has a good chance to get off the ground! 
Our display on the seventh fioor ofthe Michie Buil-
ding isa real must, h is virlaliy important thai you see 
it! Wliat other department on campus is so totally a part 
ofthe theme of Expo Uni this year? The theme being: 
"The Contribution ofthe University to Social Change." 
Our display shows some ofthe ugly aspecis of modern 
hving. Often people don'l even realise just how bad ihings 
are, until they really have a good look. Hopefully the po-
ints we raise wili be 'food' for further thought and our 
alternatives realistic! 
Anyway, find out for yourselves! D 
T L A M r^  ITS Tt' fTtK^Tvui VJ^Y 
surveying 
It is a conimon belief in most circles ihal Surveying v ^ ^ 
is a dull occupation for dull people. Our Expo-Uni dis-
play shows this fallacy for what it is. We feature a dis- ~T~ I I ) K I 
play of very modern lightweight Electronic Distance Mea- | p j j j ^ 
surenienl Equipmenl. In particular we have tlie AG A mo-
del 6B Geodimcter and a Tellurometer CA 1000. Also in-
cluded in the display is a set of phologrammetric instru-
ments including the large Multiplex ^stcm of mapping 
from aerial photos and a number of stereoscopes ^t up 
for viewing (hrcc dimensional pictures. There is then 
the PDP 8f Cumputei* set up and pre-programmed with 
several skill lests and jgamcs for your iise. The convent-, 
ional (and non conventional) surveying instruments will 
all be there as well • none of which is dull. D . 
15 A 
YOU'D 
II^SJRVEYING 
BIT ORDINARY 
BE SURPRISED ! 
t4AV/KEN BUILDING; 
wmp«r flortat (xlllh 
The Union was established in 1910 to provide faci-
lities for students and to represent them in UnWersity 
affairs. It moved to its present site on the side of Cir-
cular Drive in 1960. The buildingsare located to the 
rear of the Chemistry building (on the other side of 
the drive) up from the undergraduate library and Social 
Sciences building. 
The Union is governed by a 56 member Council to which 
part-time students elect 11 persons, on a faculty basis. 
Various functions of the Union are run by committees 
and by student officers on a day to day basis. There are 
also professional supervisors who look after the ordinary 
staff of the Union. 
FACILITIES PROVIDED BY THE UNION 
(a) REFEaORY 
• 
The Refectory provides a full range of snacks and 
meals for sludenis. Apart from Ihe Milk Bar and Snack 
Service, a substantial dinner is served from ihe Scramble 
between noon and 2 p.m. and again belween 4.30 p.m. 
and 6.30 p.m. 
Another speciality is the Creperie. A french chef 
cooks a delightful range of savoury and sweet crepes. 
These are served wilh fresh coffee. <\ 
(c) SEMPER FLOREAT 
"Semper Floreat" is the Union newspaper and comes 
out al two week intervals during the year. It is free to all 
Union members (read students) and may be collected 
from boxes to be found in the foyer of the Union build-
ing and other places around the University site, princip-
ally the main entrance to the main building. 
(d) IJNION ARCADE 
You are out at the University, unable to get to town 
or anywhere else, and you need the services of a:-
Chemist 
Stationer/Gift shop 4i^^:^. 
Hairdresser (Unisex)^ i'0'''^'^'^%--^ 
Travel Agency /^'xii "^ i^ :1?-
Real Estate Agency^^?'.v, ^v^y • 
Insurance Agent;;.--., J^^ 'tivrp 
Bank (Cornmonwealth)' 4 v W 
,Calculalpr:^]op. ''%.;-. 
<>"Shops providing all lliese services may be found in 
theUnion Ariiade aiidirt the likely event you have to 
go lhejrej;ilniay.bcfoiind beneath the refectory exlen- > 
,sions, just off from the Creperie on ihe theatre side. .. 
faculties and departments of the University have a stud 
ent society. Enquiries concerning Clubs and Societies 
should be directed lo the Clubs and Societies Secretary 
al Union Office (Tel: 71 1611) during office hours. 
Enquiries concerning clubs whosft activities involve 
competitive sport should be directed to the Sports and 
Physical Recreation Association (Tel: 70 2010). 
(h) DISCOUNTS 
Many firms will give discounts on goods purchased 
by sludents if studeni cards (see enrolment guide for dC' 
tails of student card and issue) is presented. A list of 
firms providing discounts may be obtained from Union 
Office-^ ^ 
/.(i)'%^;MUSICROOM 
V ' .f. ••••>; j > v 
"Tha.ynioi\ruiis.a music room in tlie^ arca beneath the 
foyer b^the ScKbhii|')l Theatre, the entrance being near 
the courtyard,entiry'to the Theatre. In the Music room 
, -students are ablc.to listen through earphones to their sel-
' ections froni'the Union's large library of records; watch 
television or read magazines. 
(!) NATIONAL 'U' 
•if) UNION SHOP 
(b) SCHONELLTHEATRE 
This building is well known lo theatre and picture go- ;. 
ers bolh inside and outside the University -^  but it is noi-: 
as well known thai the theatre is run, not by thc'Univer- r 
sity adminisiralion but by the Union. - '' :^ : ; 
The Schonell Theatre can be hired by outside bodies;-' 
as well as student groups and you will find that through-
out the year the theatre will host a wide range oflive 
shows as well as showings of first release movies and the 
inevitable rc-runs of popular movies for student benefit. 
The classier shows will be advertised in "The Courier 
Mail" and * Telegraph" but for a full coverage see the 
many posters stuck up around Ihe Union site. Discount 
prices mean good value for an excellent double feature, 
even if they are re-runs. Tlic Schonell is al ihe rear of 
the Union complex across from Ihc refectory extensions 
and may also be reached from back road running from 
Palm Avenue, which itself runs lefl from Circular Drive 
jusl before Ihc check point. 
Some of the less affiuent groups perform on the re-
hearsal stage underneath the main auditorium They have 
appropriately named the rehearsal stage as the "Cement 
Box". 
:.. Not in the Union Arcade, but may be found off the 
;=;; front foyer, of the Union building. This shop sells con-
Vfectionary, tobacco, newspapers, nylon', stockings and 
. other curious items. The Union Shop closes at 5.30 pm, 
(f) SECOND HAiyp jJObKlBXCHANGE 
This was sel up-a few years ago as a market for stud-
ents to sell their uiiw^nled textbooks. Sellers take 
Iheir books lo the'Secoiid-Hand.Bookshop and place 
their ovi^ n prjceson %^^ ^^  books are sold, 
the money is'paid to "tlic seller less a commission for 
expenses; Othcrwisethe seller collects his books before 
the end pf. the semester. 
The Second-Hand'book exchange is localed at the 
rear of the Ujiipii Buildings under the refectory exten-
sions. 
(g) CLUBS AND SOCIETIES 
For sludents interested in organised activities at Uni-
versity olher than lectures, the Union has encouraged the 
establishment of over 76 clubs and societies covering a 
diverse range of subjects from Films lo Chess to Comm-
unism (other political persuasions catered for). Many 
Al regular intervals you will also find copies of a news-
.paper called "National U", published by the Australian 
Union of Students - the national union of tertiary stud-
ents of which the University of Queensland is a consti-
tuent member. "Naiional U" may be obtained from the 
same collecting points as "Semper Floreal". 
(k) PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT 
This service enables firms offering casual work and 
members of the general public seeking a babysitter, gar-
dener, or whatever lo advertise for students on Ihe of-
ficial Union notice board. 
(1) CULTURAL ACTIVITIES 
AND ENTERTAINMENT 
The Union Activities directly organizes a full program-
me of concerts, dances, and olher entertainments for 
Sludenis during the semesters. Details are widely adver-
tised about the campus. 
It is up to each student to make use of the facilities 
provided. 
A.U.S.. WHAT IS OUR UNION? 
What is A.U.S.? is a question which is frequently asked 
by students. This article is an attempt to answer this 
question, 
STRUCTURE OF A.U.S. 
A.U.S. (Australian Union of Sludents) - is, as ils 
name suggests a national union of tertiary students. 
Seventy campuses are members or constituents of A.U.S. 
These campuses consist of universilics, colleges of ad-
vanced education and teachers' colleges, each of which 
elects annually a local A.U.S. secretary whose job is to 
act as a liason officer between the constituent and the 
secretarial or head office in Melbourne. 
A.U.S. like olher studeni organisations is hierarch-
ical. There are several national officers^i.e.. President, 
General Vice-President, Education Vice-President and 
Services Vice-President who are elected annually. There 
is also an editor, elected annually, who is responsible 
for the publication of National U the Union's fortnight-
ly newspaper. 
A.U.S. is divided up into several areas of responsibi-
lity or departments as Ihey are called. 
EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
The education department of A.U.S. is one ofthe 
most important departments and is presided over by 
the Education Vice-President, Tom Hurley. A.U.S. also 
employs a resource officer. Bill Hartley, to work ui the 
many areas of concern with which this department de-
als. The Education department is particularly concern-
. ed wilh educational issues such as assessment, workloads 
.and educational goals, but also with Ihe complimentary 
areas of living allowances housing and student financ-
ing. Of particular concern this year has been the impro-
vemeni of the Tertiary Education Allowance Scheme 
(T.E.A.S.). This has been one of the effective areas of 
A.U.S.'s activity as the Union has been active for many 
years to achieve the tertiary allowance scheme and of 
course is now very concerned to eradicate some of the 
anomalies and bureaucratic bunglings of this scheme. 
SERVICES DEPARTMENT 
The services department, which is the responsibiUty 
of Jeff Hayler, the Services Vice-President, is the depart-
ment which students have the most contact with. A.U.S. 
travel and A.U.S. Insurance are both areas which fall un-
der the auspices of this department. Both^Travcl and In-
surance are administered by students and aided by profes-
sional people, who have been employed for their expert-
ise in these fields. Both offer sludents travel and insuran-
ce at a very reduced cosl and by virtue of this are a very 
necessary part of the union. 
RACE RELATIONS DEPARTMENT 
The race relations department which is administered 
by Cheryl Buchjinan, the race-relations officer, is con-
cerned wilh eradicating racial discrimination in ihis coun-
lry. A Black Resource centre has been set up and is act-
ing as a vital coordination poinl for supplying informat-
ion and as a meeting place for persons who are actively in-
volved with securing black righls, parlicularlyvsiichas 
land righls and putting an end lo the Queensland Actrf v •'•* 
In Queensland, a particular interest isi^ tHeiAbsc^ ol;'^ ^^ ^^ ^^  
ting two major lours, Margaret Roadknight and Judy 
Varley in June and Jeannie Lewis in July as part of this 
year's activities. 
OVERSEAS STUDENTS 
SERVICES DEPARTMENTS 
The Overseas Sludenis Services Department guided by 
Stanley Koh, Activities Officer, is concerned wilh the 
multifarous problems which face students who come 
from foreign countries and who are studying in Austra-
lia. The Overseas Students Service Department covers a 
great gamut of activities and performs an essential role 
in providing services, information and a voice to articul-
ate the particular views of overseas sludents in Australia. 
Tutorial Scheme which offers educational stippbrt'te' 
aboriginal students in primary anit secondaty'sthoqls 
in Quecnsland. 
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SOCI AL ACTION/ 
ENVIRONMENT DEPARTMENT 
The Social Action/Environment Deparlment led by 
Wes Amott, the Social Action/Environmeni Officer, is 
another department which Is concerned with informat-
ion and action in an area which is vital lo students and 
society. The main areas of activity this year have been 
public transport and Uranium Mining in Australia. Tlic 
Social Action/Environment Department provides a foc-
al point for information and action in these areas fd^ r 
students who are vitally concerned with environmental 
problems. 
AQUARIUS 
Aquarius is the Activities Department of A.U.S. and 
is concerned with promoting various aspects of student 
culture on campuses. This year Aquarius will be prescn-
•There are two other departments in AUS which are co-
ncerned with national and international affairs. Tiiese de-
partments provide information on a variety of issues 
such as homosexuality, unemployment, Timor, Soulh 
Africa, the Middle-East, etc. Usually AUS tries to prov-
ide infonnation which is not normally provided in the 
usual channels ofthe media, so that sludenis can make 
fair and rational decisions about the world they live in. 
Like every student organisation throughout Auslralia, it 
is these activities which cause the most controversy. It 
should be remembered, however that il is only 6% of 
AUS's total budget which is allocated to these areas and 
perhaps Iheir imporlance in regard lo the rest of AUS's 
activities are somewhat overexaggerated. 
REGIONALISATION 
As a national organisation which has expanded drama-
tically over the last few years, thrcre are problems of 
communication between national officers, local A.U.S. 
secrelaries and sludents. To offset these problems AUS 
has introduced regionalisation. There are seven regions 
of which Queensland consisting of eight campuses is 
one. A.U.S.employs a regional organiser and an execu-
tive member, bolh of whom are elected annually to co-
ordinate activities within the region. Members of the 
region meet at two-monthly intervals where AUS pol-
icy and aclivilies are discussed wilh particular reference 
to their relevance lo the region. These discussions are 
communicated to the other regions and the national 
executive members meet together usually soon after (^ i^ ^ 
the regional meetings. Regionalisation is an important 
step within A.U.S. to try lo breakdown the communi-
cation gap between the local situation and the national 
secretariat. (^Sec oocfi. ?»9<i«'-» 
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ANNUAL COUNCIL 
Every year in January delegates are elected and sent 
to an Annual Council at which all the major policy de-
cisions and budget allocations are made for the year. 
ll is a lime when sludents from all states and different 
types of institutions can get together and exchange in-
formation. It is unfortunate that Council has become 
dominated by factional political infighting, however, a 
committee has been elected lo try lo investigate ways 
in which Council can play the role that it should play 
and be more relevant to the students who are represen-
ted and t he d elegates who attend. 
A.U.S. as an organisation is only as good as the peo-
ple - sludents - who participate actively in it. A nat-
ional union is a necessity for students, in terms of the 
lobbying.power for belter conditions, the cheaper ser-
vices it offers, the subtnissions made on behalf of stud-
ents and the wide variety of activities which sludenis 
can participate in. Recently A.U.S. has been scape goa-
ted as not being representative of student opinion. How-
ever, apathy and indifference will not create an ongoing 
organisation which sludenis can identify wilh. A.U5. 
in the final analysis is what we as students make of it. 
Any Sludents who are inleresled in any of the above ar-
eas of A.U.S. activity arc welcome to attend the mont-
hly meetings of A.U.S. on this campus. The next meet-
ing is on Monday 19 May at 7.30 in A.U.S. Office, 1st 
Floor, Union Building. 
Mari Anna Shaw 
Uni-Que 
Uni-Cue is the main Student Theatre group on the 
Queensland Uni campus and all students of the univer-
sity are automatically members of Uni-Que and are 
welcome to take part in the activities. 
Uni-Que aims at providing an introduction to expe-
rimental theatre for students, and therefore tries to 
present the sort of plays, etc. whkh might not other-
wise be performed elsewhere in Brisbane. (E.g. plays by 
the theatre of the rkliculous, Australian plays, lesser 
known overseas plays, etc., etc.) 
During Orientation Week each year, Uni-Que pres-
ents a programme of participatory workshops, display 
and plays to introduce new students to the various 
activities of the group. 
Throughout the year workshop series are held. These 
are free to all students and are taken by local Brisbane 
Directors. One director is usually employed for a whole 
semester lo give one self-contained series. In 1974, the 
workshops were a very stimulating experience for all 
those involved. 
Also throughout the year free lunchtime plays are pre-
sented to students. The aim of these is to stimulate stud-
ent interest in theatre, and to give an opportunity to Uni-
Que members to try their hand at directing a play with-
out the responsibility of a major production. These lun-
chtime plays were introduced in 1974 and proved lo be 
a great success. 
Uni-Que usually presents about three major produc-
tions within the academic year. Whilst the lunchtime 
plays are produced on an dmost zero budget, the major 
productions mvolve the usual costs of sets, props, costu-
mes, advertising, and directors fees. Directors from the 
local semes as well as interstate directors are employed 
for these productions. Already this year has seen a pro-
duclion ofthe avante garde German playwright, Peter 
Hendke's Kaspar - directed by Arthur Frame from the 
Gallery Theatre. This was a very powerful and well rece-
ived play which we feel was an important piece of thea-
tre/or Brisbane. 
Also our second major production, Alice ui Wonder-
land - Direcied by Greg McCart proved to be a highly . 
successful and popular play. We played to packed houses 
nearly every night and the play proved to he a rewarding 
and fun experience for the audience and players. 
We have two major plays planned for the remainder 
of the year, one in July/August and another in September 
October. Watch the newspapers and notice boards for 
details ofcasting and the produclion. 
• The above are the main activities of Uni-Que but ot-
her events include parties, dances, picnics and organized 
weekends away for members. Activities are advertised 
in the newsletter which is produced on a vaguely regular 
basis, Uni-Que members have over the past few years also 
participated in intervarsity drama festivals and in the 
Brisbane Drama Festivalin 1974, as well as hi other act-
ivities such as involvement in childrens' theatre and hi 
street theatre and drama displays within the University. 
Practically all Unl-Que's functions are heU In the Ce-
ment Box theatre at the university. This is very versatile 
'open-space' type theatre.It hasbeen used for proscen-
ium and 'in the round', as well as for other types of stag-
es. • D • . 
URANIUM 
The use of uranium in conventional reactors will be 
best be equivalent lo doubling the present reserves of oil. 
The nuclear industry however, is staking ils hopes (and 
those of humanity) not on the conventional reactor but 
the breeder reactor. Basically the bleeder reactor, through 
nuclear bombardment of U-238, breeds more fuel than 
it uses. However the breeder is much more susceptible to 
"melt down", needs more frequent fuel reprocessing and 
produces PU - 239 as the "fuel". 
"Plutonium is arguably the most toxic substance we 
have ever created or identified, causing both mutations 
and cancers. To continue fo blithely disregard the use to 
which uranium exports are put and ils end result - the 
global problem of radioactive wastes - would be a crim-
inal folly," 
- Mr Bob Robotham, Radiation Protection OlTicer (Mel-
bourne University) and former Safety Advisor to the 
Auslralian Atomic Energy Commission 
Every stage of the nuclear power cycle appears to 
have major drawbacks, 
LONG TERM? 
To cries of "energy crisis" the world is being pushed 
headlong into a commitment wbich may very well spell 
the end of humanity. The people doing the pushing are 
the American based multinationals who view wilh con-
cern the erosion of their hold over the dwindling reser-
ves of petroleum. Together Westinghouse and Genera! 
Electric control 85% of the Nuclear Reactor market. 
TRANSPORT 
Uranium must be transported from mining site lo pro-
cessing plant to enrichment plant and then to the reac-
tor. Spent fuel must be transported from reactor to re-
processing plant and back to the reactor. 
At each stage it is susceptible to accident or to inter-
vention. One scheme involves the transport of consign-
ments of 75 kilograms of Plutonium - each of which re-
presents enough plulonium for about 9 atomic bombs. 
MINING 
Uranium miners contract lung cancer from the radio-
active daughter gases of Radon, which exisis in ore bod-
ies and is released by minmg. One in six uranium min-
ers in the U.S. are expected to die of Radon - mduced 
lung cancer by the I980's. This danger is not removed 
by open-cut mining - it is only reduced. 
W A V E S 
^=^ 
The players from Garemont Theatre Centre in Mel-
bourne are taking part in Uni Expo activities as clowns. 
This is one facet of the group's work - otheis will ap-
pear at University and around Brisbane. 
llie group has developed an approach to perform-
ances some people havuig worked together for the past 
four yeats. wliich is based initially on workshops and 
now partly on lifestyle..The approach includes mune, 
music, dance, downuig, juggling, acrobatics, singuig, 
a modkum of commonsense, a glooble of comment-
ary, and a bit of actuig too. 
The downii^ hivolves usually mmunal prescriptuig, 
with each performer havuig a knowledge of each other's 
characters. Costumes and props are often speedy last 
minute and brilliant preparations, and routines are ar-
ranged as a rough guide to occur if nothing else does 
before boredom sets in. A Sunday performance at Syd-
ney Opera House was very successful, where nobody was 
actually but one nearly was, thrown uito the sea. 
Heitt to do a season of theu- adult play 'Waves' at the 
Cement Box theatre (below Schonell Theatre, Univer-
sity grounds, St Lucia), Thursday May 22 till Saturday 
June 7, six nights each week, the group is on tour. Since 
leaving Melbourne three months t^o, 'Waves' and many 
other activities have been performed in Canberra, Syd-
ney, Orange and Forbes. , 
The players urge you to see 'Waves* 'cos it'll do us 
all good!! 
Contact: Qaremont Theatre Centre, 
' 15 Lissner St, Toowong 
Doi^ Anden.... Adrian Guthrie 
(no phone.) 
STORAGE 
The radioactive wastes from the nuclear cycle have 
to be stored infallibly from the environment for about. 
300,000 years. No permanent storage has yet been de-
veloped and so far it has been stored in refrigerated ta-
nks as the liquid is so radioactive that it is self-boiling. 
So far 11 of the 151 tanks at Hanford, Washington, have 
developed leaks, 
REACTOR 
. The reactor process still doesn't contain the radio-
active gases produced, and these escape inlo the envir-
onment. The reactor is susceptible to failure of the cool-
ing system wilh a potentially disasterous "melt down" 
of the core. Although of low probability of occurance 
such failures have occured 
INFALLIBLE SOCIETY 
What the nuclear power industry would have us be-
lieve is that society will be stable for the 300,000 years 
it lakes for the wastes ofour energy orgy lo become 
harmless. For this; they accept the need for a technocra-
tic ehle controlling the power cycle and a strong mili-
tary protection at all stages of the cycle. Power will be 
hterally out of the reach of the people. Yet it is hard . 
to believe that even this will stop determined terrorists. 
ENERGETICS 
If by this lime you are wondering if it is all worth 
it then you're in for another surprise. It is not certain 
that nuclear power is a net energy yieWer. Compare 
this with the alternatives. Recent advances in Solar cell 
technology have reduced fhe cost by 90% with a furt-
her 90% reduclion expected. Yet Solar research is gros-
sly under-funded, 
CULTURAL DISRUPTION 
Where is the Australian government's stated concern 
for the Aborigmal people and culture? What will be the 
fate of the Oenpellipeoples tribal land on which fhe 
Ranger deposit lies? 
We must oppose uranium mining, if we lose this bat-
tle then there is little point in fighting any other. 
Contact: Campaign Agauist Nuclear Power 
P.O. Box 59 
Toowong, 4066 
Or AUS Office. 
Vet Science 
Vets are playii^ theu- part in social change. They in-
fluence many aspects of society through a wide range 
ofactivitks. 
PRODUCTION AND ECONOMY 
Veterinary Science reduces the cost of animal protein 
production, be it food or fibre. Through disease control 
and prevention, sophisticated feeduig, breeding and man-
agement the community spends less on its food. The mo-
ney saved can be used for other purposes such as orches-
tras, art exhibitions or battleships. 
PUBLIC HEALTH 
the veteruiarian helps to keep us healthy. Not only 
does he monitor and suppress diseases communicable 
from animals to man, maintain hygienic standards in the 
meat industry, apply suitable quarantmc regulations, but 
through his basic research in comparative medicine he 
complements his medical colleagues in the understand-
mg and treatment of human diseases. 
QUALITY OF LIFE 
Veterinary Science enriches society. Whether dolph-
ins or dogs, racehorses or canaries, animals wild and do-
mestic provWe man with delight. Anunals have changed 
our society, be they companions, champions, entertain-
ers or wild. They need our veterinary attention. 
The great social changes in economks, health, leisure 
and values all owe much to veteruiary science 
DISPUY 
The Expo Display by the Faculty of Veteruiary Sci-
ence shows examples of how each department contrib-
utes to this science. 
Exhibitions will include live animals, surgeiy hi pro-
gress, anatomical and pathological specunens, fihns ev-
ery hour, on the hour, x-rays, parasitic worms and arth-
ropods. The parasitology display will hiclude parasites 
of medical as well as veterinary importance - 'pick-a-
tick-and-take-it4iome'. " 
The display ls"open on Friday only. Visit the Veter-
inary School and view the exhibits in the buUdings 
shown on the map. • -. • . 
tamper Iloreat (xv) 
OMEN 
Women are beginning to infiltrate into the UnWeisity 
ta increasing numbers. This however, has made little dif-
ference to the representation of the University as a male 
dominated bastion of inteilectuallsm. If you are a fem-
ale student you are supposed to be undyuigly grateful 
for the mere privlege of being allowed into this hallow-
ed institution. 
In return for such for such a privlege you should try 
to be as little trouble as possible 
Don't try to compete academically with male 
students - it is far tnoic important that they do 
well. 
- Don't have any ambitions beyond a pass deg-
ree as you may deprive male students the chance lo 
advance their education 
If you have children, don't expect to be pro-
vided with child care facilities. You shouldn't even 
consider studying in the first place. 
So called "male fields" of studies e .g. Engineer-
ing, Law etc are not for you. If you do enter these 
fields you may find that you will have to be twice as 
good as your male counterparts to get anywhere. 
If you must come lo Uni do an Arts degree 
(this is acceptable to society). An educated wife is 
an asset lo a businessman's image. 
The myth of the University as an enlightened com-
munity free of society's privleges and inequalities is eas-
ily shattered. University life is merely a microcosm of 
society and hence the same oppressions and inequaliti-
es exist. 
In response to the background of discrimuiation on 
campus several groups ofwomen have formed. 
Tlie Women's Rights Standing Committee is a struc-
ture of the Student's Union. The chairperson of this 
committee is elected by the female students. The com-
mittee also has a working budget consisting of 1.5 per 
cent of female students Union fees. Tliis committee is 
actively engaged in fighting the various facets of sexism 
e.g. sexism in education, career counselling, lack of 
child care facilities etc. 
The committee has been able to achieve a considerab-
le amount in the area of childcare and runs a child care 
co-operative and has sent several submissions to the gov-
ernment which quite hopefully should result in adequate 
facilities, 
Tlie Committee also provides films for discussion and 
other displays such as a weekly bookstall. The committee 
has achkved a lot in the short time it has existed - but 
will need active support to be totally effective. 
A Women's Liberation Group also operates on cam-
pus. This group provides a meeiing place for women wh-
ere they can exchange ideas, experiences and ideologies. 
Communication is really a person lo person, face to 
face thing that cannot really be mediated by television, 
newspapers, even books. This is whal this group hopes 
to achieve - true communication. Consciousness-raising 
is a true educational process, our commitment musl be 
to learn and to help others lo learn by being, through liv-
ing, which is active, responsive and refieclive. 
If you are interested in helping us please contact us 
- Women's Rights c/- Union Office, or al the Women's 
Rights Table in the Forum Area. D 
THE TECHNOLOGY OF YOGA 
The theme "The Contribution of the University (o social 
change" is pertinent to the crisis of western tertiaiy education. 
While the University continues to catet for industrial society 
and while the action of ndical students stems from a bitter 
reaction to the former, the University can contribute only nega-
tively to social change. What is needed is change from a grass 
roots level - from within the individual. Yoga education pro-
duces an cmolionally stable person - one who can cope with 
social pressure and \yho will acl spontaneously and effectively 
in response to social need. 
All manner and form of social innovation from environmen-
tal movements to counselling services fall ui the hands of emo-
tionally unstable and disint^ated people acting on impulse in 
a frustrated response to tiie materialistic and hedonistic society 
sunounding them. Progress in yoga frees the individual from 
the conditioning of society giving the capacity lo directly per-
cehre need devoid of resentment or personal desire. The >vell-
disciplined, clear-Uiinking and physically healthy Individual can 
achieve anything. It is only individual development and refine-
ment that will lead to worthwhile social change. 
In the light of the above the following article by Shri Yogen-
dra, Founder of The Yoga Institute, Bombay and President of 
tiic International Board of Yoga, is presented. 
Richard Spencer- President,U of Qld Yoga Society. 
SOLUTION FOR HUMAN PROBLEMS 
At the present lime, man is only concerned wilh his 
basic needs. He wants to work less and earn more. With 
least labour, he wants maximum output. Therefore, in-
dustries come up and automation starts. More leisure is 
created. Entertainment is provided to fill in this leisure. 
People displaced by automation find employment m 
providing entertainment. All this still leaves the human 
beings unhappy. 
Yoga has a solution for this human problem. The me-
thods used in normal life to solve these problems are 
only palliatives. Our happiness is only temporary and 
contractual. A deeper, pennanent happiness has to re-
place this and Yoga suggests the holistic approach to 
such human problems. 
Yoga is wedded to realism. It does not look on man as 
an illusion. Therefore, al the socio-cultural level, man 
has lo be accepted for whal he is. Yoga seeks the maxi-
mum evolution of the human being. It first tackles the 
exterior. Its firsl precept therefore is to know your own 
body and to live a belter life even al the level of the 
flesh. Therefore, a primary knowledge of physio-cyber-
netics is necessary. The human body is a self-adjusting, 
self-manageable mechanism. Thus knowledge of anato-
my, physiology, hygiene, therapeutics etc, fall in this 
category. 
The next slep would be a knowledge of bio-cyber-
netics - the knowledge of understanding the electronic 
mechanism in the human body, vaguely referred lo as 
bionics or bio-electronics lo conserve, regulate and con-
trol bionergy. 
The third step would be of being fully conversant 
with out interior - psychocybernetics. This would be 
necessary to supersede the personality-complex, to dis-
engage the conflicting mutations of mental activity. 
This requiresknowlcdge of psychology, psychoanalysis, 
psychiatry, mental hygiene elc. 
Yoga submits that man lives al various planes oflife 
- simultaneously at all levels. Tlie solutions lo his prob-
lems, therefore, should be at an integrated level and not 
at the isolated level, as happens inthe preseni day world. 
When a man approaches a doclor he advises him on his 
physical ailments, a priesl when approached wilh prob-
lems would preach morality and a psychiatrist on the 
menial side. This would give man only pari soUution to 
his problems, and so happiness will not be achieved. II 
is only when an integrated approach is made to one's 
problems thai one will find happiness. 
Shri Yogondraji, Founder o( the Yoga Institute, Bombay and 
President of the international Boacd of Yoga. 
The various cybernetics mentioned above remain un-
aligned. Therefore, there are several obstacles. What sta-
rts as disease is followed by depravity and abnomialities; 
there is pain, agony and suffering following by psycho-
sis and finally suicide. 
It is the purpose of Yoga fo correlate ali these hum-
an cybernetic functions. Life then will have meaning. 
Only when the human machine is set and is disciplined 
to a definite output could one hope for happiness and 
peace. 
Just as a defect in a machine causes creaking so il does 
in a human being. This is a danger signal. This should be 
heeded and immediately an overhauling and thorough 
checking of the human machine becomes necessary. Un-
attended creaks can lead to psychosis. Calibration of the 
human complex then would be necessary but with hum-
ane norms. 
Yoga has discovered that man is the prototype of the 
universe itself. From the physical, yoga takes a man to 
the universal level. This has been found experimentally 
real. Just as the seed ofa banyan tree can grow into an 
area of several square miles so also can a man improve in 
stature when this knowledge comes to him. Yoga has suc-
ceeded in knowing gigantic complexes of man and has 
found that liis potentialities are immeasurable. 
Once the human machine is calibrated, the man will' 
have lo re-examine his sense of values. A correct und-
erstanding of this can be experienced from yogic conc-
epts of freedom, happiness, peace, elc. 
Freedom according to Yoga is not merely freedoin 
from wanl but freedom from desire. Tlie finest freedom 
is freedom from self. 
. Happiness is not mundane - materialistic. Yoga frees 
itself from imposition by feelings or objects. Happiness 
should be caught al ils roofs and kept permanently. Self-
help and self-reliance would give happiness. Yoga shifts 
its search of happiness from the unstable to the stable. 
Peace al the physical level is an absence of irritants, an 
absence of nuisance and an absence of danger. In its posi-
tive physical side, it is positive health fiee from disease 
and tension - a relaxed stale. At the menial base, il Is 
rhythm. When even all these do not gel the desired eff-
ecl, then people seek prayer and meditation and spirilu-
al life. Science supplies peace in fhe form of alcohol, 
drugs and narcotics. Cultural activities and arts have tri-
ed lo give peace. Philosophers have tried it wilh their phi-
losophy. All these efforts have been mere stop gaps. It is 
only Yoga which auns at an integrated man and integra-
ted society that can give freedom, happiness and peace 
and thus solve fhe problems of humanity. D 
, . ' I . 
QUEENSLAND UNIVERSITY 
YOGA SOCIETY 
The Yoga Society was inaugurated in March, 1974, 
and has successfully established classical Yoga as a bona 
fide method of education on this campus. This educa-
tion provides for the developmeni of the individual's 
potenlial and leads to greater emotional stability and 
concentration. 
In 1974, about 100 students benefited from Yoga 
education al the University. Indicative of the level of 
inleresl shown in Yoga, eight members of the Society.. 
attended fhe Yoga Societies' Intervarsity Weekend at 
the Yoga Education Centre, Melboume on January 4, 
and 5,1975. 
The Sociely retains the guidance and co-operation 
of those teachers whose knowledge and leaching stan-
dards arc of the highest possible inlegrily and authenti-
city, consistent wilh the Yoga tradition. The teachers 
taking classes for the Sociely are fully qualified teach-
ers from the Yoga Institute in Bombay, India, or the 
Yoga Education Centre in Melbourne. These are the 
only two bodies recognized by the Iniernaiional Board 
of Yoga for the iraining of teachers. 
The type of Yoga education offered is ofa practical 
nalure. Il does not cater for those looking for miracul-
ous cures or instant meditation. It is designed to gradu-
ally enable an individual lo become less inhibited and 
more integrated. 
The society supplements ils teacliing programme thro-
ugh various avenues, including weekly discussion groups 
(open lo beginners after Ihcy have the benefit ofa few 
months practical experience), camps, film and lecture 
evenings. . 
For Union Fesiival Day and Expo Uni the Society will 
maintain a sland in the Forum Area, Union Complex; en-
quiries are welcome. 
Brian McCarthy, Men's Teacher for the Sociely and 
graduate of the Yoga Institute, Bombay will talk on "Yoga 
Education in Australian Universities" al 2.00 p.m. Friday 
23 May, in the J.D. Slory Room Union Building. 
Al 7.30 p.m. on the same day all are invited to the Yoga 
Society Film Night in Physiology Lecture Theatre 1. Fea-
tured will be Jonathan Livingston Seagull along with Ch-
arlie Chaplin in His Musical Career, D 
OOLOGY 
Our population's lack of regulation 
Gives us much cause for conslcrnalion 
Hence Ihis Expo dissertation 
We've gone forth and multiplied 
And yet we're still not satisfied; 
How shall wc stem the growing tide? 
Arc we alone in this dilemma? 
Just what goes on in fish and Wilsoncma? 
And can this teach us then whal men are? 
If toads and lice, sparrows, mice 
Can vastly increase in a trice 
Why did dinosaurs pay their price? 
But many kinds are regulating 
Without then overpopulating 
and their resources aren't dissipating 
Animals may come and go 
But can or should men gel lo know 
Noi to grow - Or grow more slow 
And why aren't there more jobs for Zoologists? 
